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FROM THE SHOP FLOOR

Editorial & Chair's report
As snow is followed by rain, then by sun (briefly), roads
close and open, rivers threaten, the wood supply
diminishes and Coasters decide on populism and a fundamentalist belief in extraction, midwinter is a volatile
time. Meanwhile Trump tweets, Greece and Japan burn
and even sand, it seems, is in short supply. As Chomsky
comments, society has become disorganized.
This edition reflects that volatility as it moves from Jared
Davidson’s enlightening summary of prison labour in
New Zealand, to Sue Bradford’s equally enlightening
research on dairy farm milkers. Mark Derby’s work on
kiwis involved in the Spanish Civil War generates family
interest—in fact Spain’s reversal from forgetting to
remembering the war was encouraged by the need of
families of internationalists to tell the story of their
relatives. There has been a generation of union organisers retiring and the necessary task of capturing their
stories and their knowledge begins. In this edition Mary
Ellen O’Connor interviews Robert Reid and Maxine Gay.
Wide ranging and important book reviews (Lane
Windham’s Knocking on Labor’s Door seeming particularly relevant) are followed by a fitting and tender
tribute to David Colquhoun by David Grant. Finally, I
was reminded by Dean Parker that this year saw the 40th
anniversary of the first industrial agreement negotiated
by the NZ Writers Guild, which coincides with the 40th
anniversary of the invasion of Bastion Point. As the Guild
succeeded in doubling the rate of payment for writers
with the Broadcasting Council they sent a telegram of
support to the Bastion Point protestors.
In a volatile time, Labour History is a necessity.
Paul Maunder

This is the Chairperson's report shared at the LHP
Annual General Meeting, 16 July 2018
.

It has been a privilege to work with an incredibly hardworking, talented and creative (not to mention fun!)
Committee of people on various LHP work over the last
year. That this voluntary organisation continues to thrive,
despite thirty years of neoliberalism, is testament to the
long-standing commitment of members and Committee
members to this organisation.
I want to thank the LHP Archiving Subcommittee—Claire-Louise McCurdy, Anna Green, Richard
Hill, Jess Moran, Jock Phillips, and Sue Hirst—for
overseeing and supporting Emma Kelly in her valuable
work of identifying, collecting and depositing Labour
Party records into public archives: the Labour 100
Archiving Project. Emma Kelly did an amazing job and
we were excited to keep working with her when she
joined the LHP Committee last year. She is part of the
Archiving Subcommittee, which is working to collect the
archives of our own organisation—strangely neglected
given our role ofsupporting and promoting history.
David Grant led a talented group of people—Peter
Clayworth, Richard Hill, Anna Green and Debbie Levy—
in the Stout Centre, to organise the Dissent and the First
World War conference, 31 August–2 September 2017. It
was an incredible event with fascinating keynotes from
Cyril Pearce, Joan Beaumont and David Grant, and a
packed programme of parallel sessions; choosing between sessions was very difficult as they were all so good!
Central to our work is the production of the Bulletin.
Ciaran Doolan stepped down from the editorship this
time a year ago, but remained on the Committee and
schooled up those of us who put our hands up to edit.
Barry Pateman did a marvellous job of editing the
August 2017 ‘Stop the Cuts’ Bulletin with able assistance
from Reviews and Research Editor Ross Webb. 2017 was
the first year we had a theme of focus—precarious work
—chosen from a list suggested by our comrades in the
union movement, culminating in the November, specialthemed Bulletin. A fine cast of amazing people (all
members I believe!) contributed articles, news, reviews,
then copy-edited, and designed this issue, making
editorship a dream job. The 2018 LHP theme—Pay
Equity and Equal Employment Opportunity—was
announced, which is what set the topic for tonight’s
panel discussion. Paul Maunder, of Blackball fame,
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agreed to become the new LHP Bulletin editor and
produced the April Bulletin, ‘Labour History & the
Future’—thank you for all your work Paul. All Bulletin
editors were assisted by Ross Webb and the fantastic
design work of Jared Davidson. Many thanks, Bulletin
Subcommittee and all ofyou who have contributed.
In September we said goodbye to Grace Millar who is on
a three-year post-doc conducting oral histories with
mining communities in the UK. We miss her but she
continues to assist from afar, particularly with setting up
the judging process of the Bert Roth Award. ClaireLouise, Ross Webb and I took on this job, with the able
assistance of Russell Campbell, which is a daunting one
given how much amazing labour history is being
produced.
In late November 2017, LHP Committee member
Therese O’Connell did a stunningly poignant and funny
job of delivering the biennial Rona Bailey lecture—
‘Stories and Songs’. It was heart-warming and wonderful
to laugh and sing alongside so many other LHP
members in the room. Emma Kelly beautifully captured
this talk in LHP Bulletin issue 72, April 2018.
I continued the work begun by Grace and Ciaran,
presenting on LHP work at the CTU Affiliates Council
meeting in March and gaining feedback on labour
history that could assist trade union work. Linking the
past to contemporary issues continues to be a very
important part of our work. Thanks to CTU Rūnanga
kaumātua Syd Keepa, I was also able to attend a Rūnanga
meeting on behalf of the LHP in June 2018. This marked
the beginning of a LHP Committee Treaty journey,
exploring what this means for a predominantly P ākehā
organisation.

A new venture for this coming year is the creation of a
graphic novel/book that tells our labour history from
perspectives less widely known. Watch this space!
I want to warmly thank Claire-Louise for her incredible
support as Secretary—and the myriad of tasks that
involves. Russell Campbell, thank you so much for your
meticulous book-keeping, membership records, and
financial reports—and for mentoring deputy-Treasurer,
Therese O’Connell into the role when you were away.
Russell also represented the LHP at the Re-Opening of
Trades Hall in all its new attention to the past. I also
want to thank Anna Green, who steps down from the
Committee tonight, for her amazing work for the LHP,
particularly in the Archives and Dissent conference
organising committees.
We continue to live in turbulent times. Our new Labour
Coalition government has brought some changes that
have been helpful for working people, but we also have
become more aware than ever of how much damage has
been done to people’s lives by previous governments. We
face the reality of a low-wage economy, lack of rights in
the workforce and cracked and crumbling state systems.
People have had enough, and solidarity is more
important than ever, as workers strike in increasing
numbers for fair pay and conditions. As Grace Millar
says, ‘We’re always stronger together than we are alone’.
Kia kaha Labour History Project.
Cybèle Locke

The LHP Social Media Outreach Subcommittee have
done extraordinary work this past year with the talented
Asher Wilson-Goldman at the wheel of the website. As
well as attending to website crashes, overzealous security
and so forth, Asher has been making pdfs of the articles
that make up the Bulletins so they are searchable online.
Asher steps down from the Committee tonight and we
will miss him greatly. Ciaran Doolan has been making
podcasts and Jared Davidson has done an amazing job
running our Facebook page, sharing many varied and
fascinating labour history images, news and views items.
Jared also took charge of redesigning our logo and
banner strapline.
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News & events
Launch of Codename Intelligentsia, the life and times of a
very complex British aristocrat, Ivor Montagu by Russell
Campbell

public schoolboy, he saw the London police attack
protesting returned servicemen. To quote Russell: ‘He
joined the fray, bringing down a policeman by striking
him on the ankle with his silver-headed ebony cane.’
After that he began to throw himself into fighting for
social justice on many fronts.
In fact, Montagu went on to pack so much into the next
few years, especially in the worlds of left-wing politics
and film, that we’re astonished to be reminded, at one
point in the book, that he’s still only 26 years old. As the
story unfolds, with a particular focus on his professional
and political life in the crowded interwar years, we can
only feel enormously impressed at this exceptional young
man.
But before too long, Montagu begins to defend the
crimes against humanity and socialism committed by
Stalin’s regime, its satellites and its successors. At this
point other emotions and assessments enter the picture.
Here is a man who, in extolling the USSR in the late
'30s, can ignore the Great Terror; the man who, indeed,
could depict the Soviet Show Trials as models of justice
and decorum; the man who could utter such drivel as to
say ‘Behind Trotsky stands the Gestapo’.

On 25 July at Victoria University of Wellington, LHP
Treasurer Russell Campbell held the New Zealand
launch of his new book, published by History Press (UK).
This is a condensed version of the talk presented by
Richard Hill, Stout Research Centre for New Zealand
Studies.
Welcome to the launch of Russell Campbell’s Codename
Intelligentsia, the life and times of a very complex British
aristocrat, Ivor Montagu. Russell, no doubt, kindly invited
me to launch the book because of my long-term interest
in the history of both socialism and spying. It certainly
addresses such topics, and compellingly. But it also
covers a number of other subjects equally proficiently,
and I’ll canvass some ofthese in this briefoverview.
You can’t help but like the young Ivor Montagu for his
passion and instincts. In 1918, as a 14 year old top-hatted

All the same, Russell’s analysis is far more sophisticated
than that of a political version of Gresham’s law—bad
driving out good. Fine historian as he is, Russell goes to
great efforts to contextualise Montagu’s life in the
turbulent political and social environment of his times, to
seek explanations for things that might otherwise seem
inexplicable. In one of the ironies of history, his quest is
assisted by the extensive reports on Montagu’s life and
work that were prepared by the MI5 agents who
shadowed his every move.
So, here we have a Communist born into great wealth
and high society, a zoologist by training, a filmmaker and
filmic entrepreneur by vocation, a political journalist by
trade, a pursuer of endless good causes, a lifelong Soviet
propagandist. Here was a man who looked like Trotsky,
was a friend of Trotsky, was an enemy of Trotsky. Here
was a toff whose copious writings, speeches and films
scourged the very Establishment he mingled in and
made use of.
He was—to be clichéd—a man for all seasons. A
translator and literary agent. A keen table tennis player
who became the international president of the sport for
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over four decades, pioneering ping pong diplomacy along
the way. An avant garde film producer, director, editor,
screenwriter, critic, cameraman, importer and exhibitor.
A man whose career straddled silent and sound movies,
who worked with Alfred Hitchcock and other big
cinematic names, but who railed against the commercialisation ofcinema.
A man who ended up the elder statesman of left-wing
British film, but who couldn’t see value in New Wave
cinema. A man whose causes took him into danger
zones, such as Barcelona during its vicious bombing by
the Italians in early 1938. A man of great cultural
knowledge, who could speak for three hours without
notes on cinema in the USSR. A man who, Russell
discovers, sometimes had at least incipient private
qualms about his public statements.
Russell weaves this complicated story together through
stressing Montagu’s role as a significant member of the
western intelligentsia, something the Soviets acknowledged in providing the cryptonym that has been
traced back to him. The focus, then, is on Montagu’s
status and work as a public intellectual, paying particular
regard to his two major and entwined ‘existential
passions’, film and politics. Through these lenses Russell
tackles the key enigmas of Montagu’s life and work head
on. He probes how a man of tireless energy for progressive causes, for peace and for justice for the
marginalised and downtrodden, could have no hesitation
in defending mass incarceration and killing. How a man
who was a staunch anti-fascist could have no compunction about feeding information to his wartime
Stalinist spymasters—material that might have been
passed on to their allies, Hitler’s Germany, to use in the
Nazi attempt to conquer Britain.
All this might sound rather grim. But the book isn’t
always a grim read—far from it. The story is alleviated by
many a well chosen vignette along the way. Who’d have
known that Montagu’s friend Sergei Eisenstein acted as
an English bobby in a film, or was at one point tempted
to become a Cambridge don? We hear of Montagu
clinging to Jewish observances until he reached
Hollywood, where ‘I realised I was being a fool and
packed it up’. We learn of the compromises Montagu had
to make to get past the ubiquitous censors—removing
the red colouring from the mutineers’ flag in the
Battleship Potemkin, for example.

Russell’s wry use of words lightens the tone too. A new
Stalinist purge ‘presented a challenge to Soviet
apologists, one that Montagu was happy to accept’. When
Montagu’s entourage was meeting Paramount studio
bosses, Russell notes that ‘Eisenstein tactfully kept quiet
about this ambition to film Karl Marx’s Capital.’ When
Montagu praises the record of the Soviet Union for 1940,
Russell lists some of his former comrades who were
tortured and executed that very same year, and goes on to
say: ‘These things Montagu did not report.’
As reading Jorge Carrion reminds us, a finished book
becomes a shared enterprise between author and reader.
Russell draws his readers into addressing a central
contradiction of Montagu’s life: how an open,
humanitarian mind can become so closed as to
systemically defend tyranny and bloodshed. And by
extension, how his commitment to Soviet-style Communism helped undermine the credibility of the
progressive causes he passionately worked for during his
entire life. Russell guides us deftly through our
examination of this paradox and finishes by providing his
own answers for us to ponder.
One key aspect of Ivor Montagu’s life and work where
there is no mystery, however, is his love of every aspect of
the film making processes. As I was talking to Russell
last week about the book, it became clear that key parts of
his own life in film mirrored those of Ivor Montagu. Not
least among these has been the creative and committed
documentaries that Russell and his colleagues have made
at Vanguard Films—pioneering films which, over the
decades, have made a difference. More generally, Russell
has spent much of his life promoting interest in film, as
his publications attest.
I’ll leave the last words to the Honourable Ivor Montagu
himself. When he was a Cambridge Labour Club
delegate to the local Trades Council, he later recalled, ‘the
fact that [Marxian] principles were enunciated only by
University delegates, had the effect invariably of causing
the trade union delegates to feel that communism or
Marxism was academic, doctrinaire, not properly in the
working class interest’. Montagu was still trying to crack
the problem of what might be called ‘the unresponsive
proletariat’ when he died. I suspect some here might be
interested in that too, in which case Russell’s book
provides a lot ofevidence on how not to go about things.
Richard S. Hill
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The house John Doe built: the hidden
history of prison labour in New Zealand
Jared Davidson
Republished from Overland online journal

In a first for the inmates of Rimutaka Prison—one of
New Zealand’s largest carceral sites located about thirty
kilometres north of Wellington—a three-bedroom house
constructed with prison labour was recently added to the
much-needed stock of Housing New Zealand. The house
was lifted over the razor wire and out of the prison
compound by crane, and politicians and prison officials
were on hand to make the most of the moment. ‘It’s a
good example of how we can connect things up to get a
really good outcome for New Zealanders,’ quipped the
Minister ofEducation.
The Minister might not have intended his words to
highlight the connections between colonisation and incarceration, enclosure and capitalism, the housing crisis
and the state. Nor would he have wanted the house to be
viewed as the outcome of unfree labour. Instead, it was
an educational outcome and a housing outcome, and one
that happily shifted attention away from the earlier news
that inmates on similar incentives schemes were being
paid as little as twenty cents an hour.
Ignoring for a moment that people should not have to be
locked up to receive training, a house made with unfree
labour and dressed up as self-improvement is not the
first of its kind. In fact, if we lift the floorboards and peer
a little deeper, the house that John Doe built reveals a
long and hidden history of prison labour in New
Zealand.
Although its use was never Imperial policy, as in
Australia, prison labour weaves its way through almost
every major urban centre and is entwined with many
significant events in New Zealand’s past. Yet it is a
history that is relatively unknown. An invisible history
hidden in plain sight.
In August 1839, when discussing instructions from Lord
Normanby on the annexation of New Zealand, Captain
William Hobson asked for a supply of convicts from
Sydney for use on roads and other public works. The
Colonial Office turned down his request. But less than

two years after the signing of Te Tiriti o Waitangi in
1840, prisoners were hard at work building the
infrastructure ofsettler capitalism.
As Ben Schrader writes in The Big Smoke, the British had
a long tradition of founding towns to impose control over
new territories and Indigenous peoples. But the labour
needed to build such towns was in short supply. Luckily,
Hobson and his agents of empire were less interested in
the use of hard labour within the confines of gaol than in
the fact that they needed workers. There was far too
much to be done on the ‘frontier’ to leave untapped
labour within the hastily erected raupo huts that passed
for New Zealand’s first prisons. With the formation of
the Public Works Department still thirty years away,
using forced labour on public works became the norm.
In Wellington in 1843, prisoners constructed Hill Street
(alongside current-day Parliament Grounds), and a
waterfront road between the high water mark and
neighbouring shops (in the area of Woodward Street).
They laid drains in Manners Street and cut a road to
Karori. Prison labour levelled the site of Terrace Gaol in
1851, built Cuba Street in 1856, and drained the Basin
Reserve in the 1860s. From 1853, prison labour was used
continuously on street works and public grounds around
the burgeoning city. When they weren’t slogging through
a ten-hour shift on roads, the incarcerated cut firewood to
heat the buildings of government officials or crushed
rock for more roads.
Like in Wellington, the spectacle of prison gangs being
led daily through the streets of Auckland was a common
occurrence in the early 1840s. Prison labour built Queen
Street, Fort Street, High Street, Chancery Street and
Victoria Street. Prisoners cleared land and built jetties on
the shoreline. They were the main source ofpublic works
labour in Auckland until 1853, when outdoor work by
prisoners was temporarily stopped.
OPPOSITE: A Japanese prisoner of war fixes imperfections in state house
chimneys, at Featherston Military Camp in 1943. ATL.
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Some of the hard-labour gangs were made up of the
Parkhurst Boys, a group of 128 youths aged between
twelve and twenty that had been transported from Britain
to Auckland in 1842 and 1843. Gentleman settlers
protested against ‘the inhuman attempt to convert our
adopted colony into a pestilential convict colony’ and
believed Auckland was becoming ‘the refuge for the
juvenile delinquents of Great Britain.’ For the sympathetic, the sight of youngsters barely able to push a
barrow load of metal was more worrying. The Sydney
Morning Herald was aghast that boy labourers were
‘employed to break stones for little more than their food.’
Prison labour, including that of M āori prisoners of war,
was essential to the development of Dunedin. Prisoners
drained swamps, reclaimed harbours, deepened the
berth alongside the Rattray Street jetty, built roads such
as Cumberland and Castle Streets and roads on both
sides of the harbour, and levelled entire hills. Rather
than conforming to nature, settlers preferred to stick to
the imposed grid of the surveyors. Bell Hill, which
formed the Octagon in Dunedin’s city centre, was
levelled by prisoners. One of them was the convicted
arsonist Cyrus Hayley, who was shot dead while
attempting to flee a Bell Hill work gang.
In Lyttelton too, prisoners levelled, cleared, dug, stacked,
packed, and poured the city’s streets, walls, drains,
school sites and harbours. They helped build the iconic
Timeball Station. They even constructed their Warder’s
gothic-inspired home.
All of this forced labour was cheap and convenient. But
its use was as much about ideology as it was pragmatic.
‘Habits of industry’, industriousness and the work ethic
were (and are) essential to the maintenance of capitalist
social relations. Forced labour was a way to instil labourdiscipline, just as prison training incentives today try to
instil labour-discipline and readiness for the labour
market upon release.
The idle and disorderly threatened such values, and
whether inside a prison or not, had to be contained.
Between 1868 and 1878 the number of people
imprisoned rose from 3,292 to 4,924. In a time of
increased mobility and unemployment, this prison force
was overwhelmingly made up of people charged with
vagrancy and other crimes ofsocial control.

To make space for the growing prison population, some
of the worst offenders were drafted out of jails and into
great prison ships—called hulks—so they could be sent
wherever work ‘of great public utility’ was needed. The
practice of providing casual forced labour from mobile
hulks was eventually abolished in 1891 (today, a notdissimilar practice is known as ‘labour hire’).
By the 1880s, when prisons came under centralised
administration, the state met the challenge of inadequate
space by forcing prisoners to build the very walls around
them. Prison labour was used to construct new prisons
in Wellington, Christchurch, New Plymouth, Auckland,
Dunedin, Greymouth, Whanganui, Napier, Invercargill,
Gisborne, and various places in between. Many of these
prisons were situated on land taken or questionably
‘purchased’ from M āori (the connection between public
works and M āori dispossession needs no explanation).
By the late nineteenth century, the focus of building
prisons meant there was often little prison labour to
spare for other work. Despite this, working hours of
7.30am to 6pm in summer and 8am to 5pm in winter
saw forced labour used on roads in Dunedin, Wellington,
Hokitika and Nelson. Prisoners were put to work for
local corporations and harbour boards at Invercargill,
Timaru and Whanganui. In 1881, unfree labour built the
breakwater at Ngamotu—the work gangs of prisoners
transferred to New Plymouth for the job were marched to
work under armed guard, and waited out the tides and
bad weather locked behind bars in a cave at the base of
one ofthe SugarloafIslands.
In this period, prisoners built the New Plymouth
Hospital, the Addington Water Tower, the Hokitika
Racecourse, a seawall in Nelson, Marine Parade in
Napier, and attempted to forge a road through Milford
Sound. Prison labour was also used for militarist and
defence purposes, such as Dunedin’s Fort Taiaroa, Kau
Point and Point Halswell in Wellington, and Rīpapa
Island in Lyttelton Harbour.
Prison labour and war have always been strongly
connected. In 1846, during the military campaign against
H ōne Heke, Kawiti, and other Ngāpuhi rangatira, a
handful of convicts from New South Wales were shipped
across the Tasman and used as bullock drivers, carting
weapons and material for the Imperial troops. In 1869,
seventy-four M āori prisoners of war—known as the
Pakakohe group—were sent to Dunedin, where they
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were put to work on the city’s infrastructure, including
the foundations of the University of Otago building,
parts of Anderson’s Bay causeway, city roads, and the
Botanic Garden’s stone walls. Locked in cold and filthy
conditions, eighteen prisoners died. Ten years later, 137
M āori prisoners from Parihaka were again sent south
and put to work.
During the First World War, resisters and conscientious
objectors were herded into labour camps across the
country and forced to build roads and bridges, or
confined to state farms such as Weraroa, where
generations of farmers before and since were taught the
agricultural skills essential to the settler economy.
Germans and other enemy aliens interned on Matiu
Somes Island were forced to labour, violating the Hague
Convention, while in Northland over 600 Dalmatians
were forced into swamp drainage, railway construction
and road-building, despite their willingness to serve in
the New Zealand Expeditionary Force.

The Second World War re-established the use of
objectors’ labour for the state, while at Featherston
military camp, Japanese prisoners were put to work on
state house chimneys and other tasks. On 25 February
1943, a group of about 240 staged a sit-down strike and
refused to work. In the melee that followed, thirty-one
Japanese were killed instantly, seventeen died later, and
about seventy-four were wounded.
The state house, for which the Japanese prisoners of
Featherston paid dearly, is ubiquitous with New Zealand
and the welfare state. Less known is that some of the
timber they used, felled from the great forests owned by
the state, were planted and maintained by prison labour.
Between 1901 and 1920, close to 16,000 acres or forty
million trees were planted by prisoners in Waikato,
Rotorua, Taupō, Marlborough, and Canterbury. Unfree
labour created valuable state assets.
ABOVE: Prisoners planting trees, Hanmer Plains. Christchurch City Libraries
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Even the cherished dairy industry was tainted by prison
labour. From 1909, prisoners were used to clear, breakin, and cultivate ‘waste’ land before it was subdivided
into smaller holdings and sold to dairy farmers. By the
1930s, close to 27,000 acres of land had been cleared in
the central North Island alone.
Underpinning it all was a gendered division of labour. It
was women who did the invisible work that made the
public work possible. Women made and mended clothes,
washed laundry, sewed mattresses, repaired boots,
scrubbed floors, baked bread, and completed a vast array
of domestic duties. When they weren’t reproducing the
labour power needed for public works, they picked
oakum—the unravelling of old rope—for no other
reason than to keep them working.
Such widespread use of prison labour disrupts the
narrative of New Zealand exceptionalism, of the
classless, hard-working settler escaping the drudgery of
industrialism. Disruptive, too, were some of the
incarcerated workers forced to labour for the state.
Officials in the 1840s and 1850s were dismayed by the
number of prisoners in irons or solitary confinement for
refusing to work. Seafarers and soldiers were especially
unruly. Lieutenant Colonel C.E. Gold, commander of the
65th Regiment, complained in 1848 that many of his
men preferred to be in gaol, where their subversion of
discipline was more appealing than having to serve in
the military.
In 1865, one woman inmate refused to work and threw
her oakum ‘down the privy.’ After being punished for
her ‘violent and insolent language,’ she was forced to
retrieve the filth-covered rope and continue with her
day’s quota.
In Kaingaroa, Paparua and Waikeria, First World War
inmates went on hunger strike, refused to work or
initiated go-slows to improve their plight. (At the time of
writing, Waikeria was again in the spotlight for its
disturbing conditions and confinement of inmates to
their cells for up to twenty-two hours a day). Dalmatians
downed tools at the Waihou River works, launched
strikes on the Okahukura railway works, and refused to
work the swamps near Kaitāia-Awanui. The man charged
with their ‘care’, former Police Commissioner John
Cullen, was upset at this work-refusal. Because
Dalmatians had worked in wet and difficult conditions as

gum diggers, Cullen believed they would be happy to do
forced labour on behalfofthe state. He was wrong.
It has been said that the essence of imprisonment is
organised compulsory work. It has also been said that
capitalism is the subordination of all aspects of life to
waged work. The connection between these two sides of
the same coin—unfree and ‘free’ labour—is enclosure.
Enclosure is the ongoing process of divorcing people
from their relationship with the land, from the
commons, and from independent means of sustaining
life. Enclosing bodies between prison walls is the
ultimate expression ofthat process.
Even the rhetoric of prison rehabilitation cannot escape
the connection, for the word ‘improve’, in its original
sense, not only meant to make better but to do
something for monetary profit. In particular, it meant to
make land productive and profitable by enclosing it.
Enclosure and the violence of forced labour permeates
the streets we walk every day and the public spaces we
take for granted. It is a violence inseparable from
colonisation and the dispossession that makes prisons
and prison labour in New Zealand possible. For prisons
were a P ākehā institution brought to these shores from
without. And the use of unfree prison labour was there
from the beginning.
Jared Davidson is a labour historian, archivist, LHP
Committee member and designer ofthe Bulletin.
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Spanish Civil War hero Griff Maclaurin:
some new evidence
Mark Derby
In late 2017 Neill Atkinson, longtime Labour History
Project member and chief historian at the Ministry for
Culture and Heritage, received a package from the US. It
contained the 20-year-long correspondence between a
British-born, US-based woman, Gwen Davies Koblenz,
and her Auckland friend Joan Conway, née Maclaurin.
Both are now deceased, and Gwen Koblenz’s daughter
Esther chose to send the letters her mother had received
from Joan Conway back to New Zealand, to be placed in
an appropriate archive.
Several of the letters provide new information about New
Zealand’s participation in the Spanish Civil War. Joan
Conway’s elder brother, Griffith (Griff) Maclaurin, had
been a brilliant student of mathematics at Auckland
University College in 1928–1931, and took up a postgraduate scholarship at St John’s College, Cambridge.
Although initially of conservative views, Griff became
deeply immersed in the radical politics of this feverish
period, and may therefore have lost much of his interest
in mathematics. After barely graduating in 1934, he
opened a leftwing bookshop in All Saints Passage, near
the University. Maclaurin’s Bookshop was the town’s
first progressive bookshop and soon became extremely
popular. One customer, the historian Eric Hobsbawm,
considered it ‘the centre of left literature in Cambridge’.
The orange-covered Left Book Club titles published by
Victor Gollancz were a large part of its stock in trade, and
although Maclaurin was a complete novice at bookselling, his was one of the Club’s six top-selling shops in
Britain. Gollancz later wrote that Griff’s ‘letters to us
with their idealism and enthusiasm were a constant
source ofinspiration.’
Among Griff’s circle of friends at Cambridge was Gwen
Davies, raised in north Wales, the daughter of a
professor of Celtic Studies. She took a degree in botany
at Oxford University in 1931, and joined the staff of the
Low Temperature Research Station at Cambridge. There
she became active in leftwing politics, meeting the poet
John Cornford and the philosopher and publisher
Maurice Cornforth, among others. Her daughter Esther

says that she and Griff shared a Welsh heritage, and this
may have strengthened the friendship between them.
One of Gwen Koblenz’s letters to Joan contains a
snapshot taken in mid-1936, of Griff punting on the
River Cam which flows through the university grounds,
apparently one of his favourite past-times. Just months
after that serene photo was taken, he enlisted as a foreign
volunteer with Spain’s Republican Army, as it battled a
military uprising backed by the Catholic Church and
rightwing parties.
Some of the reasoning behind this eccentric and
accomplished New Zealander’s decision to join the
conflict in Spain is given in Dr Peter Clayworth’s brief
biography of him in Kiwi Compañeros - New Zealand and
the Spanish Civil War (Canterbury University Press,
2009), a book based on a 2006 seminar organised by the
Trade Union History Project, the forerunner of the LHP.
Peter describes Griff’s earlier encounters with Nazism
during a three-month tour of Germany in 1933. In one of
her letters to Gwen Koblenz, his sister Joan says this trip
coincided with Hitler’s rise to power. ’It was this which
revolutionised his outlook and, I think, made it a
foregone conclusion that he would go to Spain.’
Griff arrived in Spain during one of the most intense
periods of the entire civil war, the attempt by the
insurgent Nationalists to capture Madrid by a threepronged attack. His fluency in German saw him initially
posted to the mainly German Thaelmann Battalion.
However, since he also spoke French and had gained
experience with a Lewis machine-gun while in the
officers’ corps at Auckland Grammar, Griff was eventually placed with a small machine-gun unit of Britons
attached to the French Commune de Paris Battalion. One
of his British comrades, David MacKenzie, said Griff had
‘a splendid capacity for distracting our minds from the
more unpleasant realities of life; from the small, kind
ever-laughing face it would have been difficult to identify
him as a military hero; but such he proved to be.’
OPPOSITE: GriffMaclaurin. Courtesy ofJames McNeish
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The machine-gun unit was stationed in the University
City, an unfinished complex of academic buildings on
the western side of the capital adjoining a small wooded
area, the Casa de Campo. On the evening of 7 November
1936 Griff and three other machine-gunners, including
fellow New Zealander Steve Yates, left the comparative
safety of the university buildings to establish a defensive
position within the wood.
Mackenzie later wrote:
‘The fascists were cleared out of it in the evening without
much difficulty. Maclaurin with Steve Yates took their
Lewis gun along the right hand side of the wood. They
had no-one to carry their ammunition, and Maclaurin
carried it all and his rifle as well. He was wounded
almost immediately, but it was at the far end of the wood
that his body was found, dead beneath a tree with the
Moorish sniper whom he had shot down beside him.
Yates continued alone with the machine gun and the
ammunition. He was the first to reach the gate at the end
of the wood, giving covering fire as our men passed
through it. When he was wounded he propped himself
up against a tree and continued to fire his gun, firing
from the hip at the Moors round the house, and he was
found standing there days later so riddled with machine
gun bullets that his body fell apart when they tried to
pick it up.’
Another member of this unit was the young English poet
John Cornford. After this effective but extremely costly
defensive action he wrote to his fiancée, saying that
Maclaurin had been ‘continuously cheerful, however
uncomfortable, and here that matters a hell of a lot. Well,
it’s useless to say how sorry we are: Nothing can bring
him back now. But if you meet any of his pals, tell them
he did well here and died bloody well.’
Griff’s family were not aware that he had left England for
Spain and under the chaotic conditions of the Civil War,
they did not receive news of his death until a month after
it occurred. His father arranged for a brief account of his
life to appear in the 1937 issue of the university
magazine, the Kiwi. This quoted the leftwing publisher
Victor Gollancz, whose works Griff had sold through his
Cambridge shop, saying that ‘by his death, the whole
profession of letters is honoured.’ Although both parents
were from politically conservative backgrounds, they
were deeply proud of their son and became active
fundraisers for the Spanish Medical Aid Committee, the

main New Zealand organization providing support for
the Republican cause.
Joan had last seen her beloved brother before he left New
Zealand, when he was aged 22 and she 14. Forty years
later she mused to Gwen Koblenz about what might have
become ofhim had he lived:
‘I wonder if his political views would have remained
unchanged… I cannot imagine him ever becoming
reactionary in any way. Mum considered him the most
well-balanced person she had ever known, never having
seen him bad tempered or even depressed… Of course he
was extremely practical and good in the house… He was
very good to me and remarkably companionable seeing
that I was so much younger. I remember when he was
swotting for his final exams he used to take time off
every couple of hours to do physical jerks, stand on his
head etc. and quite often he and I would have juggling
contests.’
In one of her letters she enclosed a poem she had written
for her brother, which appears here apparently for the
first time in print:

International Brigade
(In memory of Griff Maclaurin who died in the defence
ofMadrid in November 1936)
Like hunted criminals they crept to aid
A helpless people ruthlessly betrayed
While all around echoed the harsh refrain
‘Imprison those who try to go to Spain!’
And when they died a world ofcynics said
That fools rush in where angels fear to tread.
Yet some there are who in Spain’s struggle saw
The dress rehearsal for another war
The bombs that rained on Barcelona down
In four short years would fall on London town
Then not a few but called to mind again
The ‘fools’ who gave their lives in sunny Spain
During the Civil War, Gwen Davies organized shipments
of food, clothing and medical supplies for the relief of
Spanish civilians, and helped to resettle a group of
Basque children in Cambridge. She later met Sidney
Koblenz, a US Airforce sergeant stationed near
Cambridge, through their mutual interest in Maclaurin’s
Bookshop, which remained in business after its
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founder’s death in Spain. They married in 1947 and
spent the rest of their lives in the US, where Gwen
worked as a medical technician in Albany, NY. She and
Joan Conway evidently maintained a lifelong interest in
the Spanish Civil War, and in leftwing and progressive
issues in general.
In their correspondence, Joan recalled that throughout
her mother’s life, she remained disappointed that her
son had not been given any recognition in his own
country. The chapel at his former university is named for
a close relative who died in WW2, but Griff himself has
received only occasional and fleeting tributes to his
courage and foresight. Several decades after his death
Joan was contacted by an elderly man who planned to
place a memorial notice to him in the NZ Herald. ‘He
told me that he was convinced that if Britain and France
had helped the Spanish Government there would have
been no Second World War.’
In 1975 Joan was interviewed by a TV crew making a
documentary on New Zealanders who volunteered in
Spain, called A Question of Principle. In 1980 the NZ
Listener reviewed a superb oral history of the civil war,
Blood ofSpain, by the British author Ronald Fraser. The
reviewer was the journalist, scholar and internationalist
Prof. James Bertram, who had been a fellow student of
Griff’s at Auckland and recalled him as ‘one of the most
promising mathematicians and gentlest spirits New
Zealand and Cambridge have ever produced.’
In 1978 Joan wrote that she personally knew three New
Zealanders who had fought in the war and survived:
‘First, an old friend, Harold Patterson [who was
interviewed for the documentary A Question of Principle
but regrettably omitted from Kiwi Compañeros], a
Welshman whom we first knew exactly 40 years ago
when he came to NZ. He fought in the André Marty
Battalion and was invalided out after the Battle of Jarama
where he was seriously wounded in the head. He was
blind for a fortnight, but a brilliant eye surgeon with the
Republican Army managed to restore his sight. Pat had
been blown up, and had spent three days out in the open
under a tree before he was found!
Another ex-Brigader is Tom Spiller, who has long been a
prominent Union leader. A Napier boy, he went right
through the Spanish war unscathed. He was in the
Garibaldi Battalion. Has always been a staunch socialist,

and is very well known and highly respected throughout
the country.
Through Tom I met another ex-Brigadier, Joe Van
Amsterdam, the most interesting of all to me as he was
with Grif in the Thaelmann Battalion, joining a few days
before Grifwas killed, but doesn’t think he ever met him.
Van and his wife, a total invalid, have been in NZ for 15
years… He already had four children when he went to
Spain, and his wife was expecting a fifth, and quite
understandably never reconciled herself to his going. She
told me that she never wanted to hear Spain mentioned,
not to talk about those terrible years. How did they
manage to survive the Nazi occupation? She said “I make
no secret of that. We lied, and for the sake of the
children, my husband worked for the Germans." Poor
Van! It must have been crucifixion for him.’
The correspondence between these two women only
ended when Joan died in a car accident in 1983. Later,
after her mother’s own death, Esther found references to
Griff on the Ministry for Culture and Heritage’s
NZHistory website, contacted Neill Atkinson, and
generously offered to donate the collected letters to a
public archive in New Zealand. That process is currently
in train.
Around New Zealand, memorials to local veterans of the
Spanish Civil War have begun to appear. A public park in
West Auckland has been renamed in honour of the
nurse Renee Shadbolt. The Spanish Embassy has placed
a memorial on Wellington’s waterfront to ‘those who
died in defence of democracy’ during the civil war. As
reported in the April 2018 issue of the LHP Bulletin, a
plaque was recently unveiled to the battlefield surgeon
Doug Jolly in his hometown of Cromwell. Relatives of
Canadian-born volunteer Alex Maclure are considering
placing a plaque to him at Otago University, where he
studied before leaving for Spain. Esther Koblenz,
historian Peter Clayworth, Auckland playwright Dean
Parker, Griff Maclaurin’s relative Max Maclaurin and
others share the opinion of Griff’s mother that this shortlived yet spirited and inspiring figure also deserves to be
remembered in the city where he grew up and studied.
Anyone interested in contributing to that project is
invited to contact markderby37@gmail.com
Mark Derby is a Wellington historian, and the author
and editor ofseveral books on New Zealand’s response to
the Spanish Civil War.
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‘The Royal Couple’ retire
Interview by Mary Ellen O’Connor

Dubbed the royal couple of the trade union movement by
Andrew Little a couple of years ago, Maxine Gay and
Robert Reid seem like an inseparable pair. Although
their entry into unionism and much of their union life
has been independent of each other, they have been
working together for the last 9 years as General Secretary
and Retail, Finance and Commerce Secretary of FIRST
Union. They retired from these positions in November of
last year.

What events, life experiences or philosophies took you into
union activity? Was your involvement in this sector a very
deliberate decision or just the way things went?
Robert: I came from a Southland Presbyterian, Orange
Lodge and National-voting family. When I joined the
Young Nats in the fourth form because I was interested
in politics, I was simply joining our family’s Party.
However a number of things conspired against this
political direction. Firstly, I had also been inculcated with
a pro-people view on life. My minister father had
preached and practised a social gospel. Some of my
earliest memories were collecting clothing and money
for CORSO (Council of Organisations for Relief Services
Overseas). Secondly, I went to Kaikorai Valley High
School (KVHS) which under a group of very progressive
staff members, instilled a critical thinking approach in its
students. After a United Nations Association Secondary
School Students Conference in Masterton, a few of us
established the Otago Secondary School Students
Association.

In my final term at KVHS I was asked to attend a
weekend Student Christian Movement camp. Here I was
asked to debate my views on the Vietnam war (which I
supported) with old communist and organiser for the
Engineers Union, Bill Richards. Bill could have
slaughtered me but chose instead to debate in a
respectful way. At the end of the debate he said that if I
just read a couple of books on the subject (he had
scribbled the titles out for me) he was sure that I would
change my views on Vietnam and may even become a
communist myself.
The following year I went to Lincoln College where I did
read those books and more. I not only changed my view
on the Vietnam war but decided to do something about
this. I became a conscientious objector and a group of us
formed the Organisation to Halt Military Service
(OHMS), a campaign of political action and civil
disobedience to end conscription in New Zealand.
As leader ofthe OHMS campaign I arrived in Wellington
in 1972 where I also served as International VicePresident of NZUSA (NZ Union of Students
Associations). Two years of OHMS and NZUSA were
followed by 10 years of work at General Motors in Petone
as an exercise in working-class solidarity. During this
period I married and had two boys but our marriage
broke up in 1982.
Maxine: I grew up in a working-class family in Timaru

and Nelson. My dad was a merchant seaman from
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England and mum was a clothing worker/shop girl/stay
at home mum. Dad was one of the original
overstayers—he inadvertently jumped ship in New
Plymouth. Nine months later he and mum were married
and moved to Timaru. He got a job as a linesman/cable
joiner with the post office.
I left school at 16 when my gym slip got too tight. After
giving birth to a daughter at the Gisborne Salvation
Army Home for unwed mothers, I was only allowed to
come home if I adopted out the baby and never
mentioned the unfortunate incident again. Soon after
returning home, I got a job in the office at the UEB
textile mill in Napier. As for many young women, sexual
harassment began soon after I started. I remember when
Sonja Davies visited the mill to run a union meeting. I
watched in awe as this seemingly confident and powerful
woman spoke. After the meeting one of the other
workers called Sonja 'wicked' for leaving her husband
and children at home while she travelled the country
organising workers. I decided if that was the case I
wanted to be wicked too.
I married a few years later and had two boys. However
the domestic violence got worse and worse until I ended
up in hospital badly beaten. Through the job I’d got at
the YWCA, I had been introduced to feminist and
socialist thinking. That helped me make sense of all that
I had been through. I left the marriage.

At some stage you met and formed a formidable team. How
did this happen?
Maxine: We first met in 1987. Robert was working for
the Employment Network in Wellington—an NGO
linking community organisations involved in employment and later, setting up post-redundancy employment
programmes. I had recently become an organiser for the
Clerical Workers Union in Palmerston North. And we
had both been appointed to the government’s new
Regional Employment and Access Councils (REACs),
Robert in Wellington and myself in Palmerston North.
We met at a meeting called by the Council of Trade
Unions (CTU) to bring together trade union representatives on the REACs. And we discovered that as
well as having all that employment activism in common,
we both had boys of the same age and held similar
political views. The attraction chemistry was immediate!
The CTU had been formed in 1987 with a structure that
included 6 regional coordinators throughout the country.

Most people thought Robert would apply for the
Wellington position, but instead he applied for and was
appointed to the Central Districts position. When CTU
Secretary Angela Foulkes asked Robert why he wanted
the Palmerston North position, he replied, 'love'. He
then moved to Palmerston North to live with me and my
two sons... I was also Secretary of the Manawatu Council
of Trade Unions and so the personal and trade union
partnership began.

Could you say what you appreciate most about each other
(literally and figuratively) in terms of union perspectives,
skills, commitment and/or particular abilities that you bring
to the table.
Robert: We are told we make a formidable team and this
is probably because we complement each other so well.
I’m the strategist. Maxine is the tactician. I embrace
everyone until they abuse my trust. Maxine is cautious of
everyone until they earn her trust. Maxine is fearless, I
avoid conflict. Maxine doesn’t. I’m calm, Maxine isn’t. If
football (soccer) was the metaphor for life, I would be an
attacking full back. I am naturally defensive. If I am in
leadership, I like to lead from behind. Maxine, or the
other hand would be a striker. She doesn’t worry too
much about goals being scored against her but she loves
to score herself and is very good at scoring goals from
very difficult positions.

And if we are a formidable duo, then it is only because of
a “third man”. Union lawyer extraordinaire Peter
Cranney worked at General Motors with me for seven
years and has been an inseparable part of the union
relationship ever since.

Many people still associate you, Maxine especially, with the
Trade Union Federation (TUF). What was the background
to the establishment of TUF? What do you think TUF
achieved?
Maxine: When the NZCTU was formed in 1987 (through

the amalgamation of the blue collar Federation of Labour
(FOL) and the Combined State Unions (CSU)) several of
the FOL affiliates voted against the merger and refused
to join the new entity. One of the concerns was that the
smaller, more militant unions would be swamped by the
larger, well resourced, more conservative state unions.
The fear was well justified. The original CTU had a
management committee that was comprised of representatives from unions with more than 20,000
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members. This meant that, with very few exceptions, the
private sector unions such as the Seafarers Union with a
very proud history of struggle would have little or no say
over the decisions of the peak body. Several other former
FOL affiliates left the CTU in 1991 incensed that it did
not mount a sufficiently strong opposition to the
introduction ofthe Employment Contracts Act.
The formation of the New Zealand Trade Union
Federation (TUF) in 1993 under the leadership of Dave
Morgan (Seafarers) and Graham Clarke (Manufacturing
and Construction) with me as General Secretary—TUFs
only paid worker—was an exercise in unity. It brought
together those who never went into the CTU with those
who left between 1991 and 1993. TUF was harshly
criticised by the CTU under the leadership of Ken
Douglas and Angela Foulkes.
We then moved to Wellington and I later became TUF
President. The TUF played a critical role during the ‘90s.
It talked up workers’ expectations and was the only voice
at the time opposing Free Trade Agreements and the
unilateral removal of tariffs that destroyed the motor
vehicle assembly industry and all but destroyed other
manufacturing industries such as clothing and footwear.
In 2000 I negotiated a merger agreement with the CTU
following the 'retirement' of Douglas and Foulkes and
the election of Ross Wilson and Paul Goulter. TUF policy
is now CTU policy. In 1993 in our first submission on
Minimum Wage we argued that it be set at two thirds of
the average wage. At that time, we were laughed off the
paddock. This is now both the CTU and Labour Party
policy! In 2000 when looking at what legislation should
replace the Employment Contracts Act we in TUF argued
for a Workers Rights Approach. Labour and the CTU
now share this position.

The ‘90s was a time ofreal turbulence both for you personally
and on the political scene. Could you tell us something about
how you fared and how you responded to the very harsh
employment environment. (From here on, as they very much
formed a team, I summarise their responses.)
The Employment Contracts Act 1991 was always going to
be disastrous for weaker, smaller unions. After the
collapse of the Clerical Workers Union, Maxine picked
up some work with the PSA. Robert and Maxine and
George and Dolly Larkins then set up the Administrative
and General Workers Union (AGWU) based around
membership of the old Clerical Workers Union. Maxine

shared her PSA wage with Dolly Larkins in order to run
it. (This organisation later merged with the Auckland
Unemployed Workers Rights centre to establish the
Unite Union for workers falling through the cracks ofthe
formal trade union movement).
They had moved to Wellington for Maxine to take up the
TUF General Secretary position (see above). There
Robert got some work firstly with the Hotel and Hospital
Workers’ Union and then with the Footwear Union. In
1997, Maxine was asked by the Clothing Workers’ Union
to replace Joyce Hawe as Secretary on her retirement,
and this she did. With the large number of redundancies
occurring in the clothing and footwear industries
following the post-‘80s dismantling of tariffs, it was only
a matter of time before the Footwear Workers’ Union
(with membership below 200) would merge with another
union. In 1998 it joined the Clothing and Laundry
Workers to create CLAW (Clothing Laundry and Allied
Workers). But it was a financial balancing act all the way
so Robert took up casual organising with the
Manufacturing and Construction Workers’ Union and
Wellington Furniture Workers’ Union as well as being
(unpaid) President of Unite. The money saved from
Robert’s Footwear Union salary was able to fund an
administrative worker for CLAW who could double as
secretary for Unite. This role was filled by Caroline Hatt,
and then Grace Millar, prior to Unite relocating to
Auckland where it had great success organising the fast
food workers. After 2000, pressure came on Maxine to
amalgamate CLAW into the National Distribution Union
(NDU) which contained all the other clothing and textile
unions in New Zealand. She and her executive resisted
this, concerned that the NDU itself was losing ground.
They were afraid that CLAW would just be swallowed up
and its assets used to pay for the annual NDU deficits.

Your time with the National Distribution/First Union 20072017: how did you transition from CLAW to NDU/First?
How did you find going from the small to the big? From
Wellington to Auckland?
Following the election of Laila Harre as National
Secretary of the National Distribution Union (NDU) in
Auckland, the CLAW executive could see a future inside
the NDU and things moved very quickly for a merger
between them. At the time both the clothing and retail
sectors of the NDU were led by Judy Attenberger. The
plan was for Maxine to work in close association with
her. But Judy’s health deteriorated and she resigned
leaving Maxine with sole responsibility for both sectors.
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This happened on the eve of Countdown locking out its
entire Distribution Centre workforce. It was all hands to
the pump and the dispute certainly impacted positively
on the union membership at the Countdown
Supermarkets.
At first, Maxine was commuting from Wellington, but
when Robert was elected President of the NDU, they
made the decision to move to Auckland. They now have
children and grandchildren in Auckland and it has
become their family centre of gravity. Robert was clear:
'Well, I’ve agreed to live in Auckland but I am not going
to support the Blues'.
Laila decided that retail would be the engine of growth
that would transform a declining NDU into a growing
union and that Maxine was the ideal person to
implement this strategy. Maxine passed responsibility for
Clothing and Textile workers to Southern Secretary, Paul
Watson, and threw herself into the world of organising
retail workers.
After 3 years, the NDU ship had been turned around and
Laila resigned as National Secretary. She believed that
different skills were needed to consolidate the new
direction that had been forged. The NDU National
Executive then asked Robert to take on the role of Acting
National Secretary and Robert was subsequently elected
unopposed for two four-year terms.
A further major change took place in 2012 when the
Finance Sector Union, Finsec approached the NDU
regarding amalgamation of the two unions. The NDU
was not looking for amalgamations, wanting to put its
energy into building greater density in the industries that
it covered. However Finsec was insistent and the
amalgamation took place blessed with a new name,
FIRST, an acronym for the key industries of the union—
Finance, Industry, Retail, Stores and Transport. When
the Finance Sector Secretary resigned Maxine added
Finance to her already huge retail workload.

Did the advent ofthe National Government (2008) make a
significant difference? What do you think you achieved over
these years?
All but one year of their time in the NDU/FIRST Union
was under a National Government. They were
determined not to roll over as happened with so many
unions under the 1990s National Government. They also

believed that the years of the 1999–2008 Labour
Government was a period of wasted opportunity. Unions
did not grow as they should have over this period, in fact
some kept declining. Given the low density of unionism
in New Zealand they were obsessed with recruitment.
Their report to our final (retirement) conference in
November 2017 said:
'In June 2008 the old NDU had 18,922 members. Today
FIRST Union has 27,515 members, a record since the
huge membership losses after 1991. Even without the
Finance (Finsec) members of today the old NDU sectors
have a total of 24,253 members. That is an increase of
5,331 members (or 28%) in just over 9 years. A 3%
increase each year.'
FIRST Union also continued to negotiate well above
inflation wage increases during this period and got
thousands of minimum wage jobs up by $2-$3 or more
per hour.
Finally, FIRST Union remained at the forefront of
international work, establishing and leading the Union
Network for Migrants, with Dennis Maga, now General
Secretary, at the helm. They helped establish Samoa First
Union in Samoa and provided the backbone for the antiTPPA campaign over the last eight years.

Your involvements overseas.... PP21, Asia Pacific Workers
Solidarity Links (APWSL) UNI, Jubilee 2000, Commonwealth NGO Council and others. Could you tell us about
these links and how important they have been for you?
The international aspect of Robert and Maxine’s
partnership was forged in 1989 when they attended the 6week long Peoples Plan for the 21st Century programme
in Japan. PP21 was an Asia Pacific Peoples Forum that
predated the World Social Forum and brought together
progressive and radical unions, and all sorts of
progressive social groups. It developed the Minamata
Declaration which committed the participants and called
on other people’s organisations to build Janakashaba,
loosely translated as 'a different world.'
Robert later became coordinator of the Thailand-based
Asia Pacific Workers Solidarity Links (APWSL) a network
of young ‘anti-establishment’ pro-genuine trade union
activists. This saw him undertaking ‘tours of duty’ to
various Asia Pacific countries almost every four months
supporting embryonic unions and providing European
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NGO sourced funding to these groups. This work ended
for Robert in 1997 as commitments at home escalated.
But he maintained his interest in international work and
in the developing NGO movement in New Zealand.
When the TUF was looking for allies across the
community, it affiliated to the Association of NonGovernment Organisations of Aotearoa (ANGOA) and
very soon after Robert became its President. ANGOA
was affiliated to the Commonwealth Foundation, which
ran the Commonwealth NGO Summit, and Robert
chaired it for four years, 1995–1999. This travel enabled
the TUF to build extensive international relations and
Robert to continue building the networks of genuine
unions throughout Asia and beyond. Robert also pursued
the anti-free trade agenda developed within the footwear
and clothing unions by attending APEC meeting side
events and protests (together with Jane Kelsey) in Osaka
in 1995, Subic Bay (the Philippines) 1996, Vancouver
1997, Kuala Lumpur 1998 and then in Auckland in 1999.
They remained active in PP21 during the 1990s meeting
other young activist trade unionists across Asia Pacific,
many of whom have now risen to union leadership
positions in their own country. They were part of the
Southern Initiative on Globalisation and Trade Union
Rights (SIGTUR) and Transnationals Information
Exchange (TIE). They were active in the International
Textile, Garment, Leather Workers Federation and UNI,
the global union that covers retail and finance sector
workers. Maxine was elected as Women’s President of
UNI (Asia Pacific) for 2014–2016. Robert has played a
role in the International Transport Workers Federation,
International Union of Foodworkers, Building Workers
International and is an alternate Executive Member of
the IndustriALL Global Union.

‘Although we were successful in doubling the numbers
of retail members in FIRST Union over 9 years, we still
have less than 10% of those who work in retail,’ Maxine
says. ‘And our union is exposing exploitation of
migrants, labour hire workers, forestry workers, kiwifruit
workers, courier drivers on top of our already huge
workload. The list is almost endless, but it is work that
has to be done.’
Robert agrees. ‘There is an old saying—make hay while
the sun shines. The sun is shining for the union
movement at the moment and we need to find the
strategy and the resources to make more hay,’ he says.

Footnote: Although Maxine and Robert ‘retired’ from
their positions in November they are still very active.
Robert has been elected President of FIRST Union and
has recently been appointed to the government’s Welfare
Experts Advisory Committee. He sits on the Forest
Industry Safety Council and works with the Southern
Initiative, the South Auckland economic and social
development arm of Auckland Council. Maxine
continues to represent unions on the Service IQ Industry
Training Organisation and has taken up a role as
Northern Region Manager for Pillars, the NGO
supporting the whanau and children ofprisoners.
Mary Ellen O'Connor is a retired teacher, community
campaigner and writer.

You both retired from your jobs with FIRST Union last year.
What are the major challenges facing FIRST Union and the
wider union movement in New Zealand in 2018?
The main challenge for the trade union movement is
how to achieve all that needs to be done with the limited
resources available. Alongside this is the challenge for
unions to grow their membership and density at an even
greater rate than NDU/FIRST achieved during the
period ofNational Government.
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Filipino migrant dairy farm workers
in New Zealand: summary of 2017 report
Sue Bradford
In 2016 FIRST Union, the Dairy Workers’ Union and
Unemig (Union Network of Migrants) commissioned
research exploring the employment and living conditions
of Filipino migrant dairy farm workers and associated
issues. Over six months between July and November
2016 Ben Rosamond and I interviewed 27 Filipino
workers in Hokitika, Ashburton, Waikato and Manawatu
districts. I also interviewed three local dairy farm workers
and one local dairy farm manager after realising they
would contribute an interesting supplementary perspective. Sue Abel and I then co-authored a report
analysing the interviews and reviewing secondary
sources with particular reference to this group of
workers. Our final report was tabled at a public launch
hosted by Unemig in Auckland in August 2017. 1 At the
launch Unemig coordinator Dennis Maga said the
findings were ‘shocking’ and that ‘We already had
suspicions that the industry was problematic, but it was
more widespread and worse than we expected.’ 2 At the
unions’ request the report has not yet been made widely
available but this article provides a timely opportunity to
summarise aspects of the research, and to allow a limited
number ofthe workers’ voices a broader hearing.
Dairy farms have often been a site of the dirty, dangerous
and difficult work (known as the ‘three-Ds’) which is all
too frequently characteristic of sectors which welcome
migrant workers. In October 2015 former CTU President
Helen Kelly called for an inquiry into the treatment of
dairy farm workers, including an examination of the
reasons for the high level of migrant employment in the
industry. 3 It was in the light of this and of an increasing
union awareness of the plight of some Filipino migrant
dairy farm workers that we were asked to consider:
— Why is the dairy sector so dependent on Filipino
migrant labour?
— What are the employment practices and conditions on
the farms?
— Why and how do employers and politicians pit

migrant and local workers, employed and unemployed, against each other?
— Recommendations to help union and migrant worker
organisations consider what action they might take
as a result ofthe research.
In this contribution I outline a little of the background
context to the rise ofthe use ofmigrant dairy farm labour
in New Zealand and share some of the workers’ voices
before concluding with a summary of the conclusions we
came to as a result oflistening to those voices.
1. Background and context

Changing nature ofthe dairy farm industry
The 1990s and 2000s saw big changes in the nature of
dairy farming in New Zealand. Dairy expanded onto
irrigated farms on the Canterbury Plains and in
Southland, with land prices lower than in the traditional
dairy regions of the North Island, where smaller familysized farms had historically predominated. Moves to
much larger and often corporatised farms in areas like
Canterbury and Otago ran alongside a shift to intensification and conversion.
Foreign residents and corporations continue to buy land
in New Zealand and to invest in farming. In 2014
CAFCA (Campaign Against Foreign Control of Aotearoa)
estimated that at least 8.7%, or 1.3 million acres, of
productive farmland was owned or controlled by foreign
companies. 4 By late 2016, Radio NZ reported that overseas interests were ‘snapping up’ South Island dairy
farms, as local farmers sought to extract themselves from
heavy debt. 5 A key factor in agricultural debt had been
the downturn in dairy returns over the previous few
seasons. 6 Industry body DairyNZ reported that about half
of New Zealand dairy farmers lost money in 2015, with
that figure expected to climb. 7
Barry Wilson, editor-owner of UK subscription
publication Dairy Industry Newsletter, argued in February
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2016 that ‘New Zealand is partly to blame for the global
market glut of milk and associated depressed price
because it has kept pumping out increased volumes for
years, believing the market was endless’. 8 In the same
way as other commodity exports, the dairy industry is
locked into a boom–bust cycle of overproduction when
times are good, and falling prices when world-wide
oversupply leaves New Zealand awash with milk. In 2016
just under five million cows were being milked, already a
million more than in 2007–2008. 9 The rapid expansion in
farm and herd sizes and the intensification of dairy
farming over the decade accelerated changes in the
composition ofthe dairy farm work force.

The dairy farm workforce
As the balance shifted in the 1990s–2000s from familyowned farms to larger enterprises and corporate
holdings, the proportion of those working as paid
employees rather than owners or unpaid family
members grew substantially, from 18% of the workforce
in 1991 to 37% in 2006. 10 Traditionally the dairy industry
offered a career path where people could progress
through the ranks. Farm owners worked their own farm
with help from family and one or two hired workers or
cadets. Sharemilking was the first step to farm
ownership. In his 2016 report, The dream that made us,
farm manager Stuart Taylor evocatively describes the
deep changes in expectations across generations of dairy
farm workers. In the past, Stuart says, a pathway existed
which ‘allowed most people, who applied themselves, to
buy a dairy farm after five or ten years of being in the
industry’. 11
Class mobility from agricultural labourer to landowner
and employer was possible. However, by 2016 the
median price of a dairy farm was $46,396 per hectare12
and the average sale price of farms $5.38 million. 13 In the
current generation the cost of farm ownership has
ballooned beyond the reasonable expectations of anyone
without access to inherited wealth or other major sources
of capital. One of the primary motivations of young
people to enter the industry had gradually been removed
over a generation and a new rural working class has
emerged, alongside a shortage of workers to meet the
needs ofa dramatically altered industry.

Pay and conditions, health and safety
Working as an employee on a dairy farm has never been
a highly remunerated position. In August 2017 the
PayScale website put the median rate for hourly wages by

job on dairy farms at: Farm Hand: $15.83 per hour; Farm
Worker: $16.97 per hour; Farm Manager: $16.00 per
hour. 14 At the time our report was written, in August
2017, the minimum wage was $15.75 an hour.
A major cause of the low hourly rate on dairy farms is
expectation of long hours of work. Reducing time spent
on the job to a mere 50 hours per week is seen as an
aspirational goal by DairyNZ’s Sustainable Dairying
Workplace Action Plan, launched in 2015. 15
In 2011 the dairy farming industry had the third worst
accident rate in terms of injuries per person employed. 16
Between 2008 and 2014 more people were killed in
agriculture than in any other sector, with 120 people
dying on farms. Over 21,000 farm workers made ACC
claims in 2013 alone. 17 In her speech to the CTU
conference in 2015, outgoing President Helen Kelly
noted that seven people had been killed on quad bikes
alone in agriculture over the previous year, and that
farming is ‘still the wild west when it comes to
employment practice’. 18 National changed the laws on
Health and Safety in 2015 to provide for increased
compliance, but most agricultural sectors, including
dairy farming, were excluded because the government
deemed them low risk.

Changing demographics and isolation affect the attraction
and retention oflocal workers
Changing demographic factors contributed to the shortage of dairy farm workers from the 1990s onwards. Farm
workers, especially at entry level, had always been disproportionately young people, yet New Zealand’s population, as in many OECD countries, is aging, and the
number of young people is consequently declining. 19 The
rural/urban and south/north population drifts have also
further diminished the pool ofyoung people in the South
Island dairy areas, where the expansion of farms and therefore the need for dairy farm workers is greatest.
Isolation and mental health issues have also contributed
to a decline in local interest in dairy farm work. As
researchers have noted ‘Remote dairy farm employment
can isolate workers from social activities and be so
unattractive to young prospective employees, that it may
be a contributing factor to the poor image of dairying
which hampers recruitment and retention’. 20

Employer management practices
Intensification, amalgamations, corporate ownership and
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much larger herds have meant that farmers with no
expertise in the area have had to become (or attempt to
become) efficient managers of staff. 21 John Fegan puts
this well:
‘Up until the explosion of conversions, New Zealand had
a dairy industry full of very good farmers defined by their
ability to turn grass into milk. Today the best farmers are
those who are the best at getting their staff to turn grass
into milk. As an industry we have been slow to identify
the difference in the skills required.’ 22
Lack of management skills is particularly concerning
given the higher level of stress, accidents and mental
health issues on dairy farms.

Growing use ofmigrant labour on dairy farms, including
Filipino workers
All the factors mentioned above contributed to a high
turnover, alongside major shortfalls in labour supply,
leading to the increased use of non-New Zealand born
workers from around 2005 onwards. As farmers increasingly turned to temporary migrant workers to fill
staff shortages, main source countries included Brazil,
Chile and South Africa—and the Philippines. By far the
largest number of workers issued with temporary work
visas during this period were Filipino. By 2013 New Zealand recruitment company Immigration Placement
Services was boldly proclaiming that the local dairy industry was ‘now dependent on Filipino farm workers.’ 23
The steady stream of incoming Filipino dairy farm
workers—and Filipino workers in other sectors such as
health, aged care and construction—has been encouraged by the governments of both New Zealand and
the Philippines. For the Philippines the export of labour
is an integral part of its economy. It has been estimated
that 10% of the Filipino population works overseas 24 and
that 13.5% of the Philippines GDP comes from remittances sent home by migrant workers. 25 It is estimated
that in one hour’s work in the New Zealand dairy
industry a worker can earn the equivalent of a full day’s
pay in the Philippines. 26
A number of recent studies have demonstrated the
vulnerability of migrant workers in general, and Filipino
dairy farm workers in particular. For example, in her
report prepared for the Human Trafficking Research
Coalition in December 2016 Christina Stringer mentions
the experience of a worker who had been on dairy farms

in Latin America and Australia, and commented that the
time he spent on farms in New Zealand was the worst
ever in terms of verbal abuse, poor working conditions,
and lack of pay and incentives. Often the accommodation
provided on farms was viewed as below standard. 27
It was in the wake of studies like this, and of an increasing number of direct reports of Filipino dairy farm
worker exploitation and vulnerability, that the three
union organisations asked us to go out and find out
directly from workers themselves how things were going
down on the farm.
2. The Workers Speak

As Auckland-based non-Filipino researchers we were
completely dependent on Unemig for access to rural
Filipino participants. We worked with contact people
provided by Unemig to set up individual and group
interviews in the Waikato, Manawatu and in several parts
of the South Island. These districts were nominated by
Unemig as areas with high concentrations of Filipino
workers. Before commencing the interview process we
were advised that almost all workers would wish to
remain anonymous and that we should not expect them
to sign papers as this could appear alarmingly official.
We were also counselled not to make recordings, for the
same reason. As a result, interviews were recorded by
hand, with one researcher asking the questions and one
making detailed notes which were later written up. At all
the group interviews a Filipino convenor was present.
They made the arrangements for the evening and
ensured that the participants felt safe and understood
what was happening. We mainly met in workers’ houses
on the farms where they were employed. At times
convenors helped with interpretation between English
and Tagalog. The decision to interview a small number
of New Zealand dairy farm workers was made in late
November 2016. These participants were located through
personal networks but were not previously known to us.
To allow maximum space for workers’ voices here,
commentary will be kept to a minimum. Unless specified otherwise, the quotations in this section are from
Filipino dairy farm workers with their location details
restricted to North or South Island to protect identity.
New Zealand dairy farm workers are identified by ‘NZ’
after the quote.
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Working conditions, health and safety
New Zealand law requires that every person who is
employed has a written agreement signed by both
themselves and their employer.
‘The next boss was bad too, gave a verbal contract sealed
with a handshake and then never delivered on the
promises he made because they weren’t written down…
he overspent and ended up losing his farm. I lost my job
without any redundancy pay.’ (M – South Island)
Questions about training and provision of on-farm
health and safety elicited numerous alarming responses
including a lack of training, the dangerous use of farm
vehicles, and a lack of proper safety gear including when
using toxic chemicals.
‘For two years I was expected to ride a motorbike with no
lights or brakes but this has been fixed now. We work
safe here now.’ (R – North Island)
‘I spray weeds with no protective gear. I just keep
vomiting with all the chemicals I use.’ (C – South Island)
‘I didn’t receive any training at all on that farm, let alone
specifically health and safety focused training. They
expected I would already know this. I was worried I
would be laughed at if I spoke up or asked questions.’ (E
– South Island)
‘I guess fundamentally it’s around culture. As New
Zealanders we came here to break in our farms. There
are all those stories of physical toughness and taking
risks that we hear around success. Farming culture is
just ‘have a go, and we’ll be fine.’ That is now not
success, it means we end up hurting and killing each
other. ‘Take the quad and get the cows in, you’ll be
right.’’ (NZ – D)

Wages, rosters and conditions
‘I left my first job after 11 months. The boss didn’t want
to pay minimum wage which would have been about
36k, instead he started on 27, 29, then 32. There were
1200 cows and only 4 staff members on the farm.’ (M –
South Island)
‘They did not pay my statutory entitlements, my public
holidays, Christmas and Boxing Day.’ (C – South Island)

Rosters have always been a critical issue in the dairy
industry because of the seven-days-a week nature of the
work. The experiences of those we interviewed varied
greatly. We heard of the following rosters: 12/2 (12 days
on, 2 days off); 18/3; 8/2; 11/3; 6/1; and best of all, the
rosters to which many aspired: 5/2.
‘I’m on a 6/1 roster at the moment, but it has been 12/2
at different times of the year. When you take annual
leave, the employer takes your days off out of your roster
so you can end up working a whole month with no day
off. It’s hard because there should be four staff but there
are only three.’ (B – North Island)
‘I’ve had times when I’ve had to work 20 hours a day for
11 days in a row, and you miss out on breaks. You get
given a list and you don’t go home till these jobs are
achieved. The boss doesn’t care if you don’t eat.
Cigarettes are a fantastic substitute for food. (NZ – B)

Access to unions
There was a reasonable awareness of workers’ rights, and
in one case a union had assisted a worker directly after
contact had been made in a desperate situation. What
was most apparent was that a number of workers were
grappling with differences in the perception of unions
between New Zealand and the Philippines.
‘[In the Philippines] union is not good, union is activism,
union is communism. They have a bad perception. But
here in New Zealand the union is legal, you can be a
union member.’ (C – South Island)
‘Employers here don’t mind if you join a union.’ (R –
South Island)
‘The Filipino ambassador to New Zealand agrees with
the role of unionism here, which is different to those in
the Philippines where they are leftist and often illegal.’
(Ml – South Island)
Speaking about the role of a local Filipino mutual support association, one interviewee told us:
‘The goal ofthe association is to help members who need
help as well as to provide social activities. Ifworkers can’t
sort out the situation themselves, the association will step
in. I’m opposed to calling it a union. I’m scared because
unions cause more harm than good and because of their
implications in the Philippines.’ (N – North Island)
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Two workers spoke of current and future possibilities for
the organisation and unionisation ofdairy farm workers.
‘I understand that working on dairy farms in this field is
not yet organised here in New Zealand, and that it is
hard to organise… but I do network building on dairy
farms now.’ (C – South Island)
‘I have tried to propose that workers are organised on
farms like Federated Farmers organises farmers, in order
to get better contracts, pay and conditions. I want
Unemig recognised as a union, this is good because it
has cheaper membership and provides protection, and
you can ask for help when you need it.’ (Ml – South
Island)

Adjusting to life in New Zealand
Like others before them, many of those with whom we
spoke mentioned the massive debt dairy farm migrants
incurred to recruitment agencies and the burden this
places on workers as they start a new job in an unfamiliar country.
‘I came through an agent and paid lots of money.
Around $16,000 NZ all up. I borrowed from the bank
and had to pay interest on it. I paid it back over 10
months… I spent all my money on the agent. It was very
hard for me.’ (A – North Island)
‘My recruitment agent made internal arrangements with
some employers without the knowledge of the employee
(me) and when a problem arrives he just washes his
hands and blames the worker and transfers the worker
and gets another.’ (C – South Island)
‘Loans are a sad part of this. If you have a bad employer,
your loan forces you to stay with them to pay it back,
even in very bad conditions.’ (R – South Island)
Adjusting to life in New Zealand had clearly been
difficult for many.
‘My kiwi boss set up my bed for me because I didn’t
know about sheets, duvets etc. When I arrived, I was
dropped at Countdown and told to buy food, without
having realised there was no cafeteria and I would have
to cook New Zealand food for myself, and there would be
no shops for a large distance around my workplace.’ (E –
South Island)

‘There was no advice on how to integrate with New
Zealand society or workplace. There was no cultural
education of any kind. No-one has been allowed to go to
church when they were rostered to work, just something
you have to deal with.’ (Mk – South Island)
‘People in rural areas feel isolated. Employers don’t like
people talking in their own language, it’s all English all
the time. Employers are not interested in Philippines
culture and have very different management styles.’ (D –
South Island)

Employer attitudes and management practices
‘A lot of Filipinos used to come through here but would
always leave. The boss realised he would need to change
his ways to keep the good workers here and is now very
respectful. There are eight Filipinos on this farm, all
neighbours. Now the boss is very encouraging and wants
to bring their families over.’ (A – North Island)
‘I had a bad boss. He talked too fast, wouldn’t repeat
instructions and I had to guess what he wanted me to do.
He gave strict time targets that I couldn’t achieve. It’s
very bad for morale, you end up wanting to kill your
boss. I didn’t want to come here and be treated so bad, so
I resigned after one year.’ (D – South Island)
‘I was almost run over by a tractor when I first came
here. I couldn’t understand what the farmer was saying.
There was a lot of swearing and shouting.’ (A – South
Island)

Filipino and NZ dairy farm workers: attitudes to each other
In one of the most interesting aspects of the interviews
we gathered information about how Filipino and NZ
dairy farm workers perceived each other. There is not
space to do this justice here, but a few snapshots include:
From Filipino workers – mixed attitudes:
‘Kiwis don’t often apply though. They’re discouraged by
drug tests and early morning starts and long days. Also,
Kiwis applying often don’t have any knowledge of the
industry, whereas Filipinos who come over here have to
either have a degree in a related field or years of farm
experience... The unemployed live in cities and don’t
want to live in the country.’ (Mk – South Island)
‘Bill English said there are many unemployable Kiwis
and I agree. Maybe some are good, just not in my
experience.’ (N – South Island)
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‘It’s not just Filipino workers who are treated badly
though, NZ workers are unhappy too, and farmers treat
them like shit.’ (R – North Island)
‘I have worked with Kiwis who are good hard workers. I
liked my Kiwi team, they were the same calibre as I was.’
(Re – South Island).
From New Zealand workers:
‘The verbal abuse is horrific. You’d be horrified,
someone in your face screaming abuse. I’ve seen
physical intimidation and threats made. For example one
young Filipino was physically shaking with fear of being
in close proximity to his employer. This isn’t just Filipino
workers either.’ (NZ – A)
‘With Filipinos, I’ve got the impression that they’re
employed sometimes by people who are abusive, who do
not obey the law, who don’t have the people skills and
find it very difficult to keep them. They’re supporting
families in the Philippines and have to stay employed or
their little sister drops out ofschool.’ (NZ – B)
New Zealand dairy farm manager Stuart Taylor offered
an interesting take on the current situation and ways
forward. Key points arising from the interview with him
included:
— In the current conditions, New Zealand dairy farm
workers have a lot ofchoice about where they work.
With the dream offarm ownership over for most,
local workers demand higher wages and better
working conditions than are offered to many
migrants.
— Farm employers who practise good leadership and
quality management techniques including offering
decent pay and good working conditions should not
have any problem finding local people to fill job
vacancies.
— New Zealand dairy farming needs a collective body to
represent and protect the interests oflocal and
migrant workers. This should be done through
unionisation.

Conclusions

The final section of the report contains a summary of the
ways in which the authors believe working conditions,
management practices, the roles played by the
Philippines and NZ governments, and immigration
policy and labour force planning could be improved. We
then go on to outline our conclusions, based on what we
heard from the workers and on our understanding of the
historical and current situation of New Zealand’s dairy
farm sector. The following section is taken direct from
our report, so was applicable at the time of publication,
in August 2017. It does not take into account changes in
political and economic context or dairy farming conditions since then.
The face of dairy farming has changed hugely in the last
10-15 years. In response, the nature of the class
composition of the rural labour force has seen the
emergence of a new agricultural working class, existing
on low wages and conditions, and in many cases
operating without the sustaining hope of attaining
sharemilking or farm ownership status within their
lifetime. The same changes have seen farm employers
increasingly turn to migrant labour as a deliberate choice
to fill staffing gaps, welcoming what they see as a pliable
work force happy to put up with low wages and poor
conditions, while New Zealand’s unemployment rate
remains at persistently high levels, including in rural and
provincial areas.
Filipino migrant dairy farm workers are being exploited
in ways New Zealanders aren’t prepared to be. They
often come from desperate situations and have very few
choices. The fault for poor conditions in parts of the
sector lies with the policies and practices of some farm
employers and of a government which encourages
migration without careful workforce planning or adequate consideration of the impacts of ill thought out and
constantly changing policies on both migrant and local
workers.
The efforts of progressive managers like the one we
interviewed should be encouraged as they seek to change
a backward and at times abusive workplace culture into
one which has the high standards to be expected from
one of New Zealand’s most significant economic sectors.
The exploitation of migrant workers and the denigration
of local unemployed workers by some politicians and
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employers has in recent times created the perfect
conditions for one group of workers to be played off
against the other with the goal of maximising profit. The
way in which a number of those we interviewed reflected
prevailing employer and political attitudes towards local
dairy farm workers exemplified how deeply these views
are ingrained and amplified in the rural community.
The effectiveness of this scapegoating propaganda means
that it is critical that workers’, community and migrant
organisations should work to end the mutually reinforcing loop in regards to popularised attitudes towards
Filipino workers and the negative myths and the stories
propagated about unemployed New Zealanders. It is important to understand that behind these deliberately
created divisions is the drive of neoliberal capitalism to
maintain power and profit at the expense of workers,
whatever our country oforigin.
There are three crucial paths forward towards ensuring
dairy farm work becomes decent, safe and valued rather
than dirty, dangerous and demeaning.
First, the regulation and enforcement of minimum legal
employment standards must be taken seriously by
government. MBIE, or whichever government department takes this role in future, must be adequately resourced and supported to investigate working conditions
on farms and take fast, effective remedial action, and
prosecution when necessary.
Second, only by joining together to advocate and bargain
collectively through the development of unionisation will
local and migrant workers achieve the ability to maintain
good wages and conditions. While the efforts of farsighted managers like Stuart Taylor cannot be underestimated, unless workers themselves become organised
the capacity to protect any gains achieved will be extremely limited.
And third, existing union, migrant and communitybased organisations should look to find common ground
in advocating and organising for decent work and fair
treatment for all workers, employed and unemployed,
migrant and local, so as not to fall into the trap of ‘divide
and rule’ constantly foisted on us by the employer and
political elite. Ultimately it is only through exposing the
real reasons behind capital’s encouragement of divisions
between workers, encouraging the development of effective new organisations where none currently exist, and

through the constant nurturing of genuine solidarity
between those engaged in working for these common
goals that decent work will become a reality for all on the
dairy farms—and other workplaces—ofNew Zealand.
Sue Bradford has a long background in street and
community activism and served ten years as a Green MP
(1999-2009). She recently graduated with a PhD in public
policy and currently works part time for Kotare Research
and Education for Social Change in Aotearoa Trust.
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Call for papers
2018 themed edition
of the Bulletin

Don’t forget! Labour History Project Bulletin, November
2018 SPECIAL THEME: ‘Pay Equity and Equal
Employment Opportunity’
The November Bulletin will focus on how the ‘gender pay
gap’ intersects with other structural inequalities, and past
and present campaigns that have sought and seek to
eradicate such inequalities. We invite you to contribute
articles, reviews, poetry, slogans, campaign strategies and
upcoming events that address this topic.
We especially encourage visual artists, illustrators and
designers to submit work for the next Bulletin.
Submissions are due 12 October 2018 and can be made
by email to cybele.locke@vuw.ac.nz
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Bert Roth Award 2018
The Labour History Project awards the Bert Roth Award
for labour history work—an event, a publication, a film,
an article or, conceivably, a sustained body of work over a
long period of time—produced in the previous calendar
year. We take a broad perspective on the definition of
labour history, including non-paid labour, and pose the
following questions: How well does the work reveal
exploitation and people’s efforts to challenge exploitation? Does it give voice to those whose histories
remain out of view or marginal to mainstream history? Is
it well written or presented and is the work accessible to
the public?

Short List – 2018
Not the Day Job, For Pete’s Sake: The Political Songs of
Peter Conway
After Peter Conway’s death, his union band, Not the Day
Job, got together with other musicians and singers to
produce this CD and ‘ensure his music lives on’. And it
certainly does. Peter was a committed trade unionist, and
spent his adult life ‘tirelessly fighting alongside working
people for industrial, economic and social justice’. The
CD includes protest songs (Make Don Uncomfortable),
songs on historical events (Remember Waihi) and
solidarity songs (When We Walk Hand in Hand); most
songs could be described as all three. Impressive and
engaging arrangements enhance their power and
communal possibilities.
Along with the songs, the CD cover is a form of labour
history. It includes photographs identifying the band and
the singers, and moments from Peter’s personal life. The
booklet covers a brief biography, background to the
development of the CD, and a list of contributors to the
Pledge Me campaign with their comments. Most
importantly, it provides the words to each song, with an
explanation of the context and its musical development,
most ofwhich were written by Ross Teppett.
While each song can and should stand on its own,
together they make up an album to be experienced in
sequence. They compare and contrast in style and
structure, and reflect into each other in topic and
meaning. The last song on the CD, Are You Alright, has
been sung earlier by the band with the Solidarity Sisters,
but this time Peter is singing alone, and the song goes
on ‘Are you OK? Are you getting by—In this world
today?’ He wasn’t—and he couldn’t. Placing Peter’s
version of the song at the end evokes the pain and
sadness his whānau and friends continue to feel for his

death. It also affirms Peter’s political commitment,
humanity and musicianship.
Helen McNeil – A Striking Truth, Cloud Ink Press
Helen McNeil grew up in Kawerau, a town which owes
its existence, beginning in 1953, to the Tasman Pulp and
Paper Company. As McNeil explains in an essay for The
Spinoff, the Company ‘looked after its 2000-odd workers,
their families and their town’. Her novel Striking Truth
explores how this changed in 1986, when Tasman
became Fletcher-Challenge, New Zealand’s first multinational. The plot is fast-moving. With a large cast of
vivid and convincing characters, telling their stories in
voices that carry class, ethnicity and gender, McNeil
details the 86-day strike (lockout according to the Company), which ‘almost killed the town’ in 1986.
It’s a great read. The locals are fictional, but most
outsiders, unions and bosses, are recognisable; their first
names have not been changed. Although the details of
work at the mill and the impact of the strike do locate the
reader’s sympathies, this is not a simplistic tale of
goodies and baddies. The characters struggle with the
baggage they bring, the commitments they have made,
the loyalties they have forged, and the betrayals they
must survive, as they are forced to come to terms with
changes they have so little power over. The maledominated mill and union are strong features of the
book, but equal attention is given to family support roles
during the strike, particularly by women, and private
households, the school, library and marae are central to
the plot. With a divide and rule public relations campaign, the Company moved to break the power of the
Pulp and Paper Workers’ Union, revealing the deep
inequalities between Capital and working-class families.
In 1986, it was a sign oftimes to come.
The New Zealand contributors to Wobblies ofthe World: A
Global History of the IWW, Mark Derby and Peter
Clayworth
Wobblies of the World opens with a proud proclamation
that this is the first-ever global history of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) and its coverage is vast,
from Finnish Labor Radicalism and the IWW in
Northern Ontario, to the 1913 Dublin lockout, to South
Asia and South Africa. Mark Derby and Peter
Clayworth’s contributions puts New Zealand labour
history in its international context and on the international stage. Derby’s chapter details the relationship
between the IWW and M āori. The IWW, Derby points
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out, were one of the few organisations that embraced
working class solidarity across racial and ethnic lines,
writing that of all the international labour movements of
the early twentieth century, the IWW has been described
as ‘certainly the most consistent in organizing workers of
color.’ In New Zealand, Derby writes, ‘the M āori
population could count on few political allies among the
non-M āori majority and faced many powerful opponents,
overt or otherwise’. Derby details the life of Percy Short,
a radical who spoke te reo, the Shearers’ Union, which
Derby describes as ‘one vigorous national organisation
that attempted to bridge the divide between the races’,
the establishment of the Maoriland Worker, and M āori
language articles. Derby concludes that the IWW raised
issues regarding historical loss of tribal land which ‘now
stand at the centre of New Zealand political life’, but
certainly did not in the early twentieth century.
Clayworth’s chapter details the life of Patrick Hickey, and
his relationship with the IWW, describing his transition
from ‘an ally into a bitter opponent of the Wobblies’.
Hickey’s career as a radical, Clayworth writes, ‘ran
parallel to the birth and growth of the IWW’. Hickey, a
New Zealander who adopted socialism and revolutionary
industrial unionism while working as an itinerant miner
in the United States, changed his views about the IWW
following the brutal police repression of the Waihi
miners’ strike. He turned to electoral politics and
advocated that workers ‘must gain control of the state’s
coercive structures’.
Both Derby and Clayworth have played a broader role in
making an international audience aware of developments
in the New Zealand’s labour and radical history, and
their contributions to Wobblies of the World is just one
example.
Charlotte Macdonald, ‘Why Was There No Answer to the
‘Servant Problem’? Paid Domestic Work and the Making
of a White New Zealand, 1840s–1950s’; Margaret
Tennant and Lesley Courtney, ‘‘The Karitane’ The Rise
and Fall of a Semi-Profession for Women’; Barbara
Brookes and Catherine Smith, ‘Styling Gender: From
Barber Shops and Ladies’ Hairdressers to the Unisex
Salon, 1920–1970’, in the New Zealand Journal ofHistory,
Vol. 51, no. 1, April 2017.
Editors Caroline Daley and Deborah Montgomerie are to
be commended on this fine volume of the NZJH that
celebrates 50 years of the journal by focusing on
women’s and gender history. The contributors reflect on

Raewyn Dalziel’s ground-breaking 1977 article ‘The
Colonial Helpmeet: Women’s Role and the Vote in
Nineteenth-Century New Zealand’, which centres on the
relationship between women’s everyday work and
gaining the vote. We shortlisted three contributors that
focused on women’s occupations: paid domestic work,
Karitane nurses and hairdressers.
Charlotte Macdonald asks, ‘Why was it that at the same
time as the ‘modernization’ of homes and families in
much of Australasia saw the ‘inevitable’ decline in
domestic servants, that a household labour force
flourished and became ‘blacker’ both in North America
and South Africa?’. Macdonald elegantly explores M āori
resistance to recruitment and unpacks New Zealand’s
racially-constructed immigration policies that were based
on the ideal of a ‘white New Zealand’ to explain why
demands for domestic servants were never fulfilled.
Margaret Tennant and Lesley Courtney focus on the rise
and fall of the semi-profession Karitane nursing,
specialist baby nurses who went into people’s homes to
assist in mothering, representing the Plunket Society.
Through this meticulously-researched case study they
chart changing constructions of womanhood from the
late 1950s to the 1970s and the boundaries between
‘health’ and ‘social welfare’. Barbara Brookes and
Catherine Smith contrast barber’s saloons with ladies’
hairdresser salons, between the 1920s and 1960s, and
explore how masculinity and femininity were performed
and given meaning in separate spaces before the rise of
the unisex salon. Authors pay careful attention to change
through time, who held the purse-strings at home,
affordability and a growing youth culture.
Holly Walker – The Whole Intimate Mess, BWB
Published by BWB excellent ‘short books on big subjects’
series, The Whole Intimate Mess: Motherhood, Politics, and
Women’s Writing details Holly Walker’s life as a New
Zealand Member of Parliament for the Green Party. This
is an incredibly honest personal essay, exploring the
pressures of a political career and family life, and
Walker’s eventual resignation from parliament. Walker
suffered intensely from post-natal anxiety and depression, and this, alongside her demanding career and
husband's illness, brought her to breaking point. As
Walker writes, ‘I leaned in so far I fell over and cracked
into little pieces’. But Walker’s book is successful not
only in its honest and sobering portrayal of motherhood
and work, it has also sparked broader discussion on the
topic. In her review of Walker’s book, Alison McCulloch
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wrote the following:
‘It’s sobering to wonder whether—were Parliament
actually organised around real people’s lives—Holly
Walker might not have had to suffer in the way she did,
and might still be pursuing her dream career. And if that
were extrapolated to all workplaces and communities, to
wonder how much of the post-natal distress other
women suffer might be eased, or better acknowledged, or
treated. Not all ofit, certainly. But some ofit.’
Prue Hyman – Hopes Dashed? The Economics ofGender
Inequality, BWB
Hope’s Dashed? is a must-read for anyone working to
eradicate gender inequality in Aotearoa New Zealand.
The strengths of this book are in the detailed analyses of
the complexities of gender inequalities, and the documentation of the interconnectedness of all inequalities.
Hyman argues that a feminist analysis is crucial to
understanding women’s economic and social position,
and why gender inequalities have not disappeared. She
explains that despite the positive changes brought by
feminist activists since the mid-1990s, neoliberal policies
that sustain a dual economy of haves and have-nots also
ensure gender inequalities continue: ‘ethnicity, class,
marital status, age and other demographic characteristics
continue to interact with gender to stratify society’ (7-8).
The primary indicator of economic activity, gross
domestic product (GDP), continues to ignore unpaid
labour—household and caring work—most of which is
done by women. Unpaid productive and reproductive
work remains relatively invisible, and for welfare beneficiaries, seriously stigmatized. In the paid labour
market, a combination of lower levels of unionisation
and collective contract coverage, a substantial increase in
precarious work, women’s greater involvement in unpaid
work, and gender differences in employment and occupation adversely affect women’s labour market status.
Describing her personal nightmare as a ‘50 per cent
future, where women occupy half the jobs at all levels but
nothing else has changed—race and class inequality and
differentials generally are unaffected’ (95), Hyman
identifies ‘radical labour market policies’, universal
policies that could produce equal outcomes: increasing
minimum wage provisions (and workers’ minimum
rights and entitlements as set out in law), bringing
minimums more in line with the ‘living wage’, and a
universal basic income to recognise and value unpaid

work. If we are to bring about a ‘truly compassionate
society’, Hyman writes, ‘[i]t means rejecting the orthodox
prescriptions that brought us the recent and ongoing
global economic, financial and environmental crises. It
means questioning received wisdoms—such as the need
for ever more growth. It means moving to greater
cooperation and less competition. It would be based on
the recognition of our real interdependence, not on…
individualism’ (129).
Tony Simpson – Along for the Ride, Blythswood Press
Tony Simpson’s political memoir opens with the
following lines: ‘I went to school on my first day at
Wairakei Primary in Christchurch in 1950 fully prepared
to co-operate with the authorities and came home that
afternoon at three o’clock with a deep, abiding and
lifelong hatred of oppressive government’. This opening
line sets the theme for the rest of the book, which details
the roots and then the expression of Simpson’s healthy
disrespect for authority. Simpson describes growing up
working-class, his university years, his entry into the
public service, especially in broadcasting, his union
involvement with the PSA as an organiser, and his
overseas experience in the UK. Simpson returned to New
Zealand in the early 1980s, leaving Thatcher’s Britain
and arriving home for the last term of Muldoon’s
National Government and then Lange’s Fourth Labour
Government, exploring his work with Jim Anderton and
the Alliance Party. But Simpson was not just a union
activist living through turbulent times. He is also, as
many of us know, a historian who has published
numerous key texts of New Zealand history, including
The Sugarbag Years and Te Riri Pakeha. Simpson’s highly
readable memoir details a pivotal time in New Zealand
political and labour history and his role in it.
Renée – These Two Hands: a memoir
In this beautifully crafted memoir, Renée feeds us her
memories of a writer’s life, one for each of her 88 years,
set free from chronology. Renée’s working-class hands
are always busy and words used sparingly provoke the
reader’s imagination. This is a rich, emotional read—
prepare to laugh from your belly as Renée holds her
sister’s suitor at bay with a cat called George; feel the
unresolved questions of a father’s suicide and the longterm traces of colonial violence in her whakapapa; learn
to love Renée’s fierce mother, Rose. Craft work—the art
of writing, reading, teaching, gardening, directing, acting, and cooking—is carefully unpacked and the fruits of
this labour on display. Read it as a ‘how to’ manual if you
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Reviews
will. Interspersed between diary entries are snippets
from Renée’s plays, novels, short stories and poems,
which whet the appetite for more. ‘I knew we were the
have-nots and others were the haves’, Renée writes.

Lane Windham, Knocking on Labor’s Door: Union
Organizing in the 1970s and the Roots ofa New Economic
Divide, University ofNorth Carolina Press, 2017.
Reviewed by Ross Webb

Working-class women are etched into Renée’s writing,
thanks to her upbringing and British women writers who
explored feminism. Each new landscape is crafted by
gardening hands, which becomes an increasingly
communal effort as Renée grows old. The final patchwork is a conversation with her moko on land, love and
change: ‘I regret nothing’, she tells her.

Historians in the US and around the world are
increasingly paying closer attention to the 1970s and
1980s as pivotal decades for organised labour. With the
publication of some significant books from the United
States (Rebel Rank and File: Labor Militancy and Revolt
from Below During the Long 1970s by Aaron Brenner,
Robert Brenner, and Calvin Winslow, Jefferson R.
Cowie’s Stayin' Alive: The 1970s and the Last Days of the
Working Class, and Joseph A. McCartin’s Collision Course:
Ronald Reagan, the Air Traffic Controllers, and the Strike
that Changed America), these decades are now being
understood as perhaps as important to the labour
movement and working-class as the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, or the 1930s. Lane Windham’s
new book, Knocking on Labor’s Door: Union Organizing in
the 1970s and the Roots ofa New Economic Divide adds a
further dimension to this emerging narrative. Windham
documents examples of the wave of millions of workers
who attempted to organise unions in the private sector
during the 1970s. These workers—men of colour,
women of all background and baby boomers—combined
old working class tools such as union and labour law,
with the newer legislative victories from the civil rights
and women’s movement ‘in order to shore up their
prospects in a changing economy’. In covering these
efforts, Windham challenges the idea of the 1970s as the
‘last days of the working class’, as portrayed by Cowie in
Stayin' Alive, a book that focuses on the white industrial
working class, rather than a newly diversified working
class, in old industries and new, in the retail and service
economy. However, while Windham documents the
inspiring struggles in workplaces across the United
States, she also documents the employer backlash and
the changing political and economic context that would
entrench the ‘new economic divide’. Windham writes
that while workers fought to form unions, increasingly
they lost elections. As a result, US workers’ shrinking
access to labour unions also fed the nation’s growing
inequality because fewer workers benefited from
‘collective bargaining equalising effects’.

Runner Up: Renée – These Two Hands: a memoir
Winner: Helen McNeil – A Striking Truth

We have awarded the prize to Helen McNeil: by connecting the personal and the political in her novel The
Striking Truth, she has created a highly readable and very
accessible study of a period of dramatic change in the
economy and labour relations, the outcomes of which
continue to impact our lives.

Judges: Cybèle Locke, Claire-Louise McCurdy, Ross Webb

The book is divided into two parts, the first is broad and
thematic, while the second focuses on local examples of
union organising efforts in workplaces, from shipyards
to retail and service sectors. In the first chapter of Part
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One, Windham provides an overview of the legislative
and political backdrop against which workers organised
in the US. For readers unfamiliar with the US situation,
it might come as a surprise at how difficult the process
is, and what union membership really means in a
context of a highly privatised health care system and
social security. For many workers in the US, access to
healthcare and social security is through the employer,
thus a union contract was often the only means by which
this was achieved. Windham provides background on the
US’s ‘employment-central social welfare system’, the
onerous process of union recognition and the role of the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). This is essential
context that helps explain both the difficulties of
organising and the reason behind the powerful force of
anti-union opposition from employers, and useful
context for readers unfamiliar with the US framework.
As the state did not take up the responsibilities of health
care and social security, this is left to the employer. As
Windham writes, ‘Employers had a huge incentive to
resist union organising because of the particular role
collective bargaining played in the United States
employment-centric welfare system’. The second chapter, ‘Millions go knocking’ introduces those who led the
nation’s organising efforts. These were women, African
American workers, baby boomers, immigrants, and
southerners traditionally outside of union organising
efforts. Influenced by the social movements of the 1960s,
these workers sought to form unions in their workplace
using the tools of civil and women’s rights, and union
strategies.
Chapter 3, entitled ‘Employers Close the Door’, details
the actions of employers over these decades. As Winham
writes, ‘Employers were well aware of the power of
American’s new and emerging working-class. They mobilized in new ways, first attacking the law undergirding
union organising in the late 1960s, then breaking the law
with unprecedented frequency, constructing an entire
anti-union industry throughout the 1970s’. Overall, Part
One of the book combines three major themes: the
political and legal context, organising efforts influenced
by the new social movements of the 1970s, and employer
backlash in the face of declining profits as recession set
in the 1970s. In doing so, Windham finds that the
decline of organised labour in the following three
decades cannot be squarely blamed on ‘lousy labor
leaders or an individualistic working-class culture’, as is
the common stereotype, but rather ‘employer resistance
to organising coupled with policies and laws that

encouraged and enabled this employer behaviour’. While
Part One of the book provides this broader context, there
are personal stories based on oral histories that give
colour to the difficulties of these times and of the
historical actors Windham argues are ignored or
overlooked in histories of these decades. Henry
Davidson, for example, was an African American man
who migrated from Chicago back home to Monroe to
raise a family and with co-workers organised his auto
plant. As Windham writes, ‘Davidson was far from alone
in his desire to form a union, improve his job prospects,
and elevate his family’s economic standing; he was part
of a unheralded wave of nearly five million private-sector
workers who voted in NLRB elections and pushed to
form unions in the 1970s’.
Part two of the book is where the broader context
described in the first three chapters plays out on the local
level. I would not want to give away too many details on
these organising efforts in this review, as they are all
great stories, save to make some broader observations.
The first case study is on the successful union organising
efforts at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Companies. The story of these workers challenge the
narrative of the ‘last days of the working class’, and
Windham shows that these workers ‘proved potent and
capable in the face of rising corporate power’; the civil
rights movement ‘greased the wheels of victory as
workers learned to use civil rights tools and the union in
tandem’. The book then turns to a less successful
organising effort in the South, the Cannon Mill textile
workers who, unlike the Newport News workers, received
‘no such protection from the storms of globalisation’.
The final two chapters detail union organising among
service and retail workers. According to Windham, these
stories of service and retail workers remind us that ‘while
the global economy and the rise of traditionally
nonunion sectors were certainly key factors in labor’s
decline, we should be wary of the idea that capitalism’s
latest shifts inherently preclude working-class power’.
Such stories help us understand, Windham continues,
and challenge the ideas that service and retail jobs are
necessary ‘bad jobs’, ‘that global interconnectedness
must mean class disparity, or that broad economic
prosperity is doomed to be unattainable’.
The strength of the book is both in the use of sources,
the combination of oral accounts with archives of the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), as well the tying
together of union organising struggles in the context of
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the political and legal framework and the actions of
employers, who became increasingly organised against
labour after the 1970s. Another strength of the book is
the ways in which it connects the conflicts over the
future of the labour movement in the 1970s and 1980s to
the present, something already clear in the subtitle, ‘the
roots of a new economic divide’. Windham does so by
detailing numerous interrelated trends, so essential to
understanding the present crisis of income inequality,
labour’s declining share of income and anti-unionism, as
well as the potentials for union revitalization and
renewal. First, Windham details the millions ‘who went
knocking’, the reshaped working class that ‘offered new
promise to the flagging union movement’, influenced by
civil and women’s rights movements. Windham
concludes the book with details of Solidarity Day in 1981,
a march organised by the AFL-CIO, a march of
comparable size to the March on Washington in 1963.
Windham writes that while Solidarity Day rarely features
in histories of labour’s late twentieth century decline, the
march ‘reminds us that even though working people did
not triumph in their demands, they envisaged and
fought for an outcome that was far different from the
inequality and insecurity that would mark the next
century’s working-class experience’. At the same time,
we see this story against the backdrop of globalisation,
the rise of service and retail sectors, and employer assault
on labour in response to what they saw as a ‘potent
organising threat’.
What does the book offer historians of the New Zealand
labour movement and working class? First, the book
does a brilliant job of explaining the USA’s unique
industrial relations framework, shaped so much by the
NLRB election process and the privatised nature of
health care and social security. Of course, many of the
trends described in the book played out in New Zealand
as well: deindustrialisation, deregulation, anti-union
legislation and union organising efforts. What Windham
reminds us is to look not only at the organising efforts,
but to understand them within the context of employer
actions and state policy. This understanding may help
union revitalisation if workers ever go knocking on
labour’s door in the same numbers and extent as they
did in the decade covered in this exciting new book.

Anything That Burns You: A Portrait ofLola Ridge, Radical
Poet by Terese Svoboda, Schaffner Press, 2016 ISBN
9781936182978
Reviewed by Mark Derby
I first learned of the ardent, unworldly anarchist poet,
Lola Ridge just before the centenary of the 1908 Blackball
strike. The ‘crib-time strike’ was a pivotal event for the
rise of the radical labour movement of the early 20th
century, and present-day Blackball residents such as Paul
Maunder (now also the editor ofthis publication) keep its
memory proudly alive.
Their splendidly organised centenary celebration included a historical seminar, and I planned to contribute a
talk on international links with the West Coast miners. I
knew that a few years after the strike, the people of
Blackball had contributed impressive sums from their
household budgets to fund a speaking tour by the
seismically powerful anarchist orator, Emma Goldman.
Those donations had to be returned after the US
government stymied Goldman’s overseas trip by
threatening to withdraw her US residency.
In the Blackball community hall, I found myself instead
quoting poetry by a close friend and political ally of
Goldman who arrived in New York in 1908, just after
that cancelled Antipodean tour, and soon became a
contributor to her anarchist journal Mother Earth. Lola
Ridge arrived in this flourishing radical literary circle
from more than 20 years in the damp, distant recesses of
the South Island West Coast.
At the time of the Blackball centenary, this fiercely
original, shockingly under-rated figure in 20th-century
letters had no biographer. I was forced to piece together a
scrappy and, it turns out, quite inaccurate portrait of her
from obscure journal articles, US poetry anthologies and
fleeting mentions in books by her acquaintances. How I
wish I could have drawn on this erudite study of Ridge’s
life and writing, and how humbling to discover that her
formative years in our country were so painful and
unrewarding that she later disavowed them completely.
Lola Ridge was born in Ireland to a mother who claimed
descent from its ancient aristocracy, but whose husband
left her when Lola was a year old, leaving her in such
penury that she and the little girl departed for Australia.
Life for a single woman and her daughter in Redfern,
Sydney proved little better and the two moved on to
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Hokitika where fortunes were said to be found on the
goldfields. There Lola’s mother found a new husband
who quoted Shakespeare and Homer to his stepdaughter
but also destroyed their furniture in drunken rages.
She grew up in a world where bleak desperation at home
—her stepfather was eventually admitted to Seaview
Mental Hospital—was intermittently relieved by news of
women’s suffrage and the millennial ardour of the
labour movement. At age 22 Lola married a Hokitika
miner who never struck it lucky, and writing became her
consolation and chance of escape. In 1903, with several
published stories and poems to her name, she left her
husband and returned, with her mother and two-year-old
son Keith, to Sydney where she slipped easily into the
bohemian literary world surrounding the weekly Bulletin.
Henry Lawson was a fellow contributor and neighbour.
Sydney provided a far more expansive and receptive
arena for a young writer, but one still too small for Lola’s
ambition. She and Keith moved on to San Francisco and
then New York, where she reinvented herself as a much
younger woman of Australian origin, remarried, and
eventually knew everyone worth knowing on the literary
left.
The range and lustre of her circle of associates was
extraordinary, and included the poets Marianne Moore,
e. e. cummings and William Carlos Williams, the writers
John Reed, Jack London and John Dos Passos, the birth
control pioneer Margaret Sanger and the composer
Aaron Copeland—to name just a few of the betterknown. She commissioned drawings from Picasso, was
satirised by Hemingway, ran into Diego Rivera and Frida
Kahlo in Mexico. To this parade of notables, the author
adds such oddities as the Baroness Freytag-Loringhoven
who sauntered through Greenwich Village in the 1920s
with ‘a pack of big dogs, her head shaved and half of it
painted red, wearing black lipstick, a bra made of two tin
cans tied together, and an electric tail-light winking on
her derriere.’
Despite near-constant illness and financial hardship,
Lola Ridge kept on writing, producing several poetry
collections ranked among the leading modernist works
of their time. They include poems dedicated to leading
leftists such as the executed anarchists Sacco and
Vanzetti, the murdered Wobbly Frank Little, the Irishborn activist Jim Larkin and the imprisoned labour
leader, Tom Mooney. As that line-up suggests, Ridge’s

politics and literary output cleaved steadily to the left.
This book’s title comes from a newspaper interview on
the inspirations for her work: ‘Let anything that burns
you come out, whether it be propaganda or not… How
can you help writing about something that you feel
intensely?’
To modern eyes, Lola Ridge’s treatment of her son is
perhaps her most inexplicable and least attractive
characteristic. Soon after arriving in the US she placed
him in a San Francisco orphanage and thereafter, apart
from occasional letters, had little to do with him. Her
biographer does not attempt to justify this extreme selfinterest, although she places it in the context of a period
of fervent social experiment when committed and
progressive artists, regardless of gender, might refuse to
sacrifice their ambitions to parenthood.
Ridge was a wisp of a woman, weighing just 72 pounds
(32 kg) and no more than five feet (150 cm) tall. She has
been rewarded here with a strapping slab of literary
biography, running to almost 400 pages of text braced by
another 50 of bibliography and 100 more of endnotes.
The New Zealand section contains occasional minor
indications of the author’s unfamiliarity with Ridge’s
childhood home, such as the ‘Tarawa’ eruption of 1886,
but its historical research and textual analysis is
otherwise exemplary, in spite of an obstructive literary
executor who refused her the use ofany photographs.
Echoing her subject’s impassioned advocacy for the
oppressed and silenced, author Terese Svoboda
maintains that whether living in New Zealand, Australia
or the US, Ridge was regarded as perhaps the finest
woman poet of her day. Her influence on the modernist
movement rivalled Ezra Pound’s, she championed
women’s creativity in advance of Virginia Woolf, and her
campaigning for economic justice and workers’ rights
makes her a model for the Occupy movement.
Ridge’s early years at the soggy southern end of the West
Coast were not happy, and she fled this country with
relief at the first opportunity. This tribute to her makes
clear that she nevertheless developed many of her life’s
leading themes in these surroundings, and that New
Zealand must finally recall, read and revere this unique
and fervent expatriate.
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Neville Kirk, Transnational Radicalism and the Connected
lives of Tom Mann and Robert Samuel Ross, Liverpool:
Liverpool University Press, 2017.
Reviewed by Peter Clayworth
I found Transnational Radicalism a delight to read, as a
rare example of a book dealing with sometimes complex
ideas in plain language and an entertaining style. The
two subjects of the book, Tom Mann and Robert Samuel
“Bob” Ross were self-taught working class intellectuals,
revolutionary socialists and men of action unafraid to
confront capitalism and the powers of the state. Both
men played significant roles in the global Englishspeaking, working-class movement of the early twentieth
century. Both also had great influences on New
Zealand’s labour history, but have largely been forgotten
in this country.
Neville Kirk, Emeritus Professor of Labour and Social
History at Manchester Metropolitan University and
Visiting Professor at the University of Huddersfield,
writes of Mann and Ross as transnational, border
crossing, activists. He concentrates on their activities
from the late nineteenth century through to the Great
War. This era has resonance for our own times as a time
of capitalist globalisation, labour migration and
technological innovation. The development of fast steam
ships, the spread of railways, the telegraph, cheap
newspapers and books, combined with the growth of
literacy among the European and North American
working class made for the easier transport of people and
ideas around the globe. Many countries, including New
Zealand, did not make passports compulsory until the
First World War. English speaking workers of British
and Irish descent were at a distinct advantage during this
time, as they seldom faced immigration restrictions and
had more work opportunities in the USA and the British
Empire. At a time when workers had a high level of
global mobility, a transnational community of English
speaking labour radicals came into existence, in which
Mann and Ross both held prominent places.
Tom Mann (1856–1941) was a global superstar in the
early twentieth century labour movement, famed as an
orator and trade union organiser. Originally from
Warwickshire, England, Mann started work at the age of
nine as a farm labourer and then as a “trapper lad”,
operating the air flow systems in a coal mine. He later
completed an engineering apprenticeship, while educating himself in his spare time. During the 1880s he

converted to socialism and, along with Ben Tillett and
John Burns, was one of the main organisers of the
London Dock Strike of 1889, a legendary struggle
resulting in victory for the dock labourers. Mann became
an internationally famous labour leader, even in far-flung
New Zealand.
Mann ventured out to New Zealand in 1902, drawn by its
reputation as the social laboratory of the world. He
travelled with his companion, the singer and fellow
socialist Elsie Harker and their two young sons. Mann
worked organising the fledgling New Zealand Socialist
Party, often attracting large audiences to his speeches. It
is likely many were drawn more by his celebrity status
than by a genuine interest in socialism. In 1903, Mann
and his family crossed the Tasman, where he soon met
Bob Ross in Melbourne. The two men struck up a
friendship, which lasted until Ross’s death in 1931.
Although Mann toured Australia, he was based in
Melbourne where he organised the radical Victorian
Socialist Party. He paid another fleeting visit to New
Zealand in 1908, catching the tail end of the Blackball
strike and marching with Wellington’s striking bakers.
Back in Australia, Mann trekked to the silver mining
town of Broken Hill in outback New South Wales. He
played a leading role in the bitter 1908-9 dispute between
the miners’ union and Broken Hill Proprietary. He was
arrested for sedition and unlawful assembly, but
acquitted in the subsequent trial. Mann’s experiences in
Broken Hill, along with his observations of compulsory
arbitration in Australia and New Zealand, increased his
growing support for syndicalism and led to cynicism
regarding parliamentary activity. After a brief sojourn in
South Africa, Mann returned to Britain in 1910,
continuing his role as a transnational speaker, strike
leader and union organiser. He travelled extensively in
Europe, North America, China and the Soviet Union,
remaining an activist until his death in 1941. Despite his
continued syndicalist sympathies, Mann supported the
Bolshevik revolution of 1917 and became a founding
member of the Communist Party of Great Britain.
Throughout his career Mann retained the respect and
friendship of a wide range of labour activists of all shades
ofpolitical opinion, including his old mate Bob Ross.
Robert Samuel Ross (1873–1931) converted to socialism
before his 21st birthday, inspired by the writings of
Australian socialist pioneer William Lane. Ross was born
in Sydney, but when he was 12 years old he moved with
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his family to Brisbane. At the age of 17, Ross was
apprenticed as a compositor, then became a journalist
working on sporting magazines. While retaining a lifelong interest in sport, Ross soon moved to socialist
journalism. In 1900 he married Ethel Slaughter, a keen
piano player who shared his commitment to socialism.
They shared the belief that the family that sang the Red
Flag together stayed together. Bob, Ethel and their young
son Lloyd moved to Broken Hill in 1903, where Ross
took up the position of editor of the Barrier Truth, the
voice of the Broken Hill union movement. Bob and
Ethel’s second son Edgar was born the following year.
Both boys later became committed socialists and labour
activists.
Ross attacked arbitration and the Australian Labor Party
and called for strike action, while his anti-clerical stands
led Broken Hill’s Catholic and Protestant churches to
condemn him as immoral and irreligious. In 1905, the
Broken Hill unions passed a vote of no-confidence in his
editorship. Ross resigned as editor, setting up his own
more radical socialist newspaper the Flame. He was
active in organising the Barrier Socialist Propaganda
Group and also became Broken Hill municipal librarian,
in line with his strong belief in workers’ self- education.
In 1907 the Rosses moved to Melbourne, where Bob
became editor of the Socialist, the newspaper of the
Victorian Socialist Party.
In 1911, Ross accepted the invitation from the New
Zealand Federation of Labour, the Red Feds, to take up
the editorship of the Maoriland Worker. Pat Hickey,
aware of Ross’s reputation as a militant journalist,
persuaded the Red Feds that he was the man for the job.
Ross played a central role in building up the Worker’s
circulation and spreading its influence through the New
Zealand labour movement. Ross ensured that the paper
had popular appeal, with its own regular sports, literature
and women’s pages. Ross believed that revolutionary
industrial unionism, supported by political activism, was
the road to socialism, but his tolerant editorial approach
meant that the Worker published a wide range of labour
movement opinions. Ross also played a key role in
publicising the Red Fed view of the 1912 Waihi strike as
co-author of The Tragic Story ofthe Waihi Strike.
Ross and his family returned to Australia in 1913, where
he continued his career of radical journalism. In 1915
Ross founded his own journal Ross’s Monthly of Protest,
Personality and Progress. He was strongly opposed to the

First World War and campaigned against war and
conscription. His opinions and actions led to him being
arrested a number of times; on one occasion he was
imprisoned for seven days for flying the Red Flag in
defiance of Australia’s War Precautions Act. During the
1920s, Ross began working through the Australian
Labour Party. In earlier years he had been deeply critical
of the ALP, but he now believed the party was moving
leftward and had potential to be a genuine mass
movement for change. Ross’s always fragile health
declined over the years, leading to his death in 1931 at
the age of58.
Kirk emphasises the interactions between Mann and
Ross within the context of their transnational world.
They communicated with each other and a global
network of labour activists through travel, correspondence, numerous publications and newspaper
articles. Kirk illustrates this radical community’s mobility
and connections through a range of activists linked to
Mann and Ross. He cites Pat Hickey’s conversion to
militant unionism while travelling in the USA, followed
by Hickey’s career as an agitator on both sides of the
Tasman. The trans-Tasman activist careers of Paddy
Webb, Bob Semple, Michael Joseph Savage, Harry
Holland and Harry Scott Bennett are also touched on.
Kirk refers to the work in Australia and New Zealand of
British socialists such as Henry Hyde Champion, Dora
Montefiore, Keir Hardie, Ben Tillett and Edward Hartley,
along with such globe-trotting activists as the ScottishSouth African syndicalist Archie Crawford and Canadian
revolutionaries H. M. Fitzgerald and J. B. King.
Mann’s importance to the Red Feds and the story of the
New Zealand Labour Party emerges. During one of his
tours of rural Victoria, two young miners, Paddy Webb
and Michael Joseph Savage, heard Mann speak. They
were inspired to become involved in organising a branch
of the Political Labor Council at their town of
Rutherglen, before moving on to activism in New
Zealand. Ross also played a powerful role in building up
a community of labour activists in New Zealand through
his editorship of the Maoriland Worker during the early
years ofthe Red Fed movement.
In Transnational Radicalism, Kirk discusses the importance of these networks to the working class struggle,
but takes the concept of networking beyond politics and
unionism. He shows that broader social links, workers
education groups, recreational activities, and friendships
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were essential to building and maintaining connections.
Kirk often returns to the impact of Ross and Mann’s
partners and children on their lives and careers, a central
feature that such earlier works as O’Farrell’s biography
of Harry Holland and Olssen’s biography of John A Lee
largely ignored. He uses the reminisces of Edgar and
Lloyd Ross, both significant activists in their own right,
as major sources of information on Bob Ross as a man
and a socialist.
Kirk discusses in detail the types of socialism envisaged
by Mann and Ross and the ways they saw it being
achieved. Kirk concentrates on the diversity of socialist
vision existing before the Bolshevik revolution. In those
years revolutionary socialists were involved in complex
debates about the future. After 1917 many activists,
including Mann, came to venerate Leninism and the
Soviet Union as the model for a socialist future. Some
were then drawn into an intellectual straight-jacket
where state socialism created by violent revolution was
seen as the only option. In the early 1900s both Mann
and Ross believed that the laws of evolution and
economics meant that a socialist society would inevitably
develop. Such a development would be revolutionary, but
in the sense of a complete change in society. In this
period neither man saw violent revolution as either
desirable or necessary. Both believed in developing a type
of socialist society among workers even before the
overthrow of capitalism. In this they emphasised workers
self-education—both wrote and lectured for working
class audiences on a wide range of literary, cultural and
scientific subjects.
While Kirk makes reference to the transnational activism
of women such as Dora Montefiore, Marion Phillips and
Vida Goldstein, he acknowledges that the socialist world
in which Mann and Ross operated was heavily male
dominated. Kirk seriously examines Mann and Ross’s
views on the role of women in a socialist society and how
this related to ideas of family, paid work and the
patriarchal bread winner. Both Ross and Mann
supported a vision of a socialist society that they
described as “True Womanhood” and “True Manhood.”
To them this meant women and men achieving real
emancipation. While neither Ross nor Mann quite lived
up to this idealism, Ross did work on issues such as
household economy, living conditions and birth control
(for which he received a lot of flak). Mann on the other
hand, became more involved with syndicalism and then

the Communist Party, leading him concentrate on issues
connected with male-dominated industries.
A strength of Transnational Radicalism is that it does not
shy away from discussing the generally negative attitudes
of the early twentieth century English-speaking labour
movement to the issues of race and ‘whiteness.’ A
majority of unionists within the white Australian, New
Zealand, South African and North American
movements, in the early twentieth century, supported
policies of exclusion. They sought to block the
immigration of Asian workers and others they did not
consider white (which could include southern and
eastern Europeans, Arabs, Afghans and Mexicans). The
Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) provided a
notable exception to this approach, instead promoting
the organisation of all workers regardless of race. Kirk
notes that Tom Mann also became an advocate of an
anti-racist approach to organising. While Kirk clearly
admires many aspects of Ross’s activist career, he does
not shy from showing that Ross did not share this antiracist attitude. Ross supported the common view within
the Australian and New Zealand labour movements that
these should be “white men’s countries”. Kirk examines
these racist attitudes within the context of the times. He
points out the contradictions of those, such as Ross, who
called for universal workers’ solidarity, while supporting
racist immigration policies.
In all, I found Transnational Radicalism to be an
extremely valuable addition to discussion on the early
twentieth century labour movement, particularly in
relation to Australia, New Zealand and the UK. It was
marvellous to find a book on complex issues of labour,
gender and class written in a style that did not require a
dictionary or a higher degree to read and understand it. I
greatly appreciated the fact that Neville Kirk discussed
the issues of early twentieth century globalisation,
migration, race, gender and working-class culture not as
something from a by-gone era, but in relation to similar
issues in the modern day. I thoroughly recommend this
book to anyone interested in labour history, socialism or
attempts to change a capitalist system that remains as
rotten as it was in the days ofRoss and Mann.
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Obituary: David Colquhoun

David Colquhoun: archivist, historian, aesthete,
sportsman, ‘leftie’, designer, carpenter, LHP member.
David Colquhoun, Curator of Manuscripts and Archives
at the Alexander Turnbull Library for 25 years, and friend
and help-mate to many, died suddenly in Masterton on
18 March 2018, aged 66.
It was deeply ironic that he passed away just days before
the first cricket test between New Zealand and England
began, whereupon Boult and Southee skittled the
English batsmen for just 58 in the first hours. He would
have been grinning from ear to ear. About test cricket he
was passionate; one day cricket, less so, while the 20-over
game, was an aberration. Many an afternoon was spent
on the bank at his beloved Basin Reserve, sometimes in
the company of this writer, acutely reading the nuances
of Ish Sodhi’s leg spin bowling or delighting in the swish
ofthe bat as Kane Williamson played the most glorious
cover drive to the boundary for four.
David Colquhoun was born in Wellington on 30 August
1951, the first of three children to Joy and John
Colquhoun but spent most of his early life in Auckland.
John was a dentist, a vigorous anti-fluoridation campaigner and political activist, being a member of the New
Zealand Communist Party in his young days, the editor
ofthe journal Socialist Forum afterwards and a leading
light in the Auckland Council on Vietnam during the

Vietnam War in the late 1960s. Along with his sister
Sara, David inherited these political beliefs. He was a
member of the Labour Party, New Labour and the
Alliance at various times in his life.
Educated at Kelston Primary School and Glen Eden
Intermediate, his time at Lynfield College was problematic at times. He refused to be caned for not having
his socks up as his father had told him he was not to
suffer corporal punishment at school. One of his major
achievements at school was his establishment of the
magazine Blues News while he was in the sixth form.
Initially founded with Alastair Riddell, who later fronted
the rock group Space Waltz, he soon took over the
process of writing, gathering and collating material,
editing, drawing illustrations (his favourite school
subject), organising photographs and distributing the
magazine himself. It was not always plain sailing. When
he stayed home from school one day to envelope and
post it, the headmaster threatened him with expulsion.
Blues News was a phenomenon in its time. David was
very committed to the ‘purity’ of the blues and later, with
John Davidson and Steve Roth assisting, it survived for
some years after school, with an ever-growing distribution and contributions from aficionados in the
United States and Great Britain.
ABOVE: David in the Turnbull Gallery. Mark Beatty.
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From sixth form, he spent some time at Waikato
University but became disillusioned and over the
following three years spent time working on the rubbish
carts in Auckland (he was obsessed with physical fitness)
with, among others, Graham Brazier of Hello Sailor fame
and at least two years scrub cutting on Phillip Ward’s
farm on the Coromandel Peninsula. Living in a little
house in Fletchers Bay he worked hard and played hard,
indulging in his down time with his fellow workers in
excess alcohol and drugs.
David referred to these as his ‘wasted years’. He was an
enthusiastic reader and thereafter enrolled at Auckland
University to study history. Seven years later he
graduated with a first-class honours degree completing a
thesis on Frederick Maning, a prominent 19th century
writer and judge of the Native Land Court. Chris Szekely,
chief librarian at the Turnbull, and David’s boss, was a
student of David’s when he was studying history at
Auckland. David was a tutor in the department and Chris
remembers him as quietly spoken, a good facilitator who
set high standards; ‘getting an A grade from David
meant you did a very good job and earned it’.
It was during this time, both of us post-graduate history
students, that I first met David. We connected over
football among much else. Briefly, we played alongside
each other in the University HART team until he became
just too angry with the captain’s overt directions and left
to form another team among history students. In more
recent years, he and I were among a number of devotees
sitting in the stand at the Cake Tin, hoping, often
forlornly, that the Phoenix’s performance would be better
than that ofthe previous week.
Following his graduation, and pursuing an everincreasing interest in archival research, he secured a job
as Arrangement and Description Archivist at Archives
New Zealand in Auckland. Thereafter he spent a year,
1988-89, at the Waitangi Tribunal. His most significant
work there was on the Te Roroa hearings. A local farmer,
Alan Titford, had been bulldozing pou (ceremonial
carved landmarks) on Te Roroa wahi tapu at Maunganui
Bluff, on the coast just north of Dargaville. This was an
area of contention between Titford and the local M āori
claimants. David’s research showed that some of the area
should have been reserved for Te Roroa in the 1876
Maunganui Crown purchase. As a result, Titford was
particularly antagonistic towards David leading up to the
first July 1989 hearing. David stood his ground and

subsequently the One New Zealand Foundation, to
whom Titford belonged, continued to berate him with
hostile emails over his Maunganui Bluff research. Te
Roroa supported David’s findings as did the Tribunal in
its 1993 report. For his part, Alan Titford is now serving a
long prison sentence for domestic abuse.
In 1990, David was appointed Curator of Manuscripts
and Archives at the Alexander Turnbull Library. He was
lucky; he had found his dream job. His tasks included
developing acquisition policies, appraising and valuing
collections, assisting with preservation plans, managing
staff in the reading room services for researchers and
curating collection-based exhibitions.
Over his 25 years in the role he developed expertise in all
of these roles. As curator David was always a welcoming,
friendly and knowledgeable presence in the Turnbull’s
reading room. Charlotte Macdonald, for example,
mentioned that when she and Frances Porter were
researching their book My Hand Will Write what my
Heart Dictates he was more than co-operative in learning
about new uses for existing collections and new places to
where they might extend.
Some of the acquisitions were remarkable. For example,
it was because of David’s extensive, patient and positive
correspondence with representatives of the John
Middleton Murry family that the library was able to
acquire a large tranche of Katherine Mansfield material
in 2012.
Another collection highlight was his pursuance and
delight in the purchase of the Greg Chappell press
statement relating to the ‘underarm incident’ when
Australia played New Zealand in a one-dayer in 1981. He
instructed his brother Trevor to bowl underarm to deny
New Zealand a possible tie on the last ball of the game.
In it Chappell said, ‘I regret the decision. It is something
that I will not do again’. It was a grubby piece of paper
signed by Chappell’s own hand.
In 2007 the Turnbull, thanks to David, acquired a
number of letters written by Albert Edward, the Prince of
Wales, in 1920 to his lover Freda Dudley Ward. The
letters were an account of the Prince’s tour of New
Zealand in 1920 and were, in David’s words ‘detailed,
lively and very frank’. He quickly displayed the letters to
considerable public interest and later published an
excellent piece in the Turnbull Library Record recording
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the besotted Prince’s story with wit and insight. For
some time before his death he had been preparing a
book ofthe Prince’s visit to New Zealand.
Other notable accessions under his watch included
Maurice Gee’s literary papers, Bert Roth’s lifetime
collection of labour history records, the journals of
timber gatherer, Thomas Laslett from the 1830s and
1840s and the unexpected find of the 1819–20 Antarctic
diary of Charles Poynter, which may have just recorded
the very first sighting of the Antarctic continent. Just as
satisfying, he commented more than once, was receiving
diaries or bundles of letters from little-known New
Zealanders caught in interesting times.
David was also intrigued with the concept of sport as a
spectacle in New Zealand in the 19th century. In another
Library Record David wrote a playful and respectful piece
on the unlikely story of the remarkable Mrs Catherine
Wiltshire (along with her husband Joseph), who, in her
time (1876), was billed as the ‘greatest female
pedestrienne in the world’.
The late 19th, early 20th century sportsman George W.
Smith also fits into this milieu. David regarded Smith as
New Zealand’s ‘greatest ever all-round sportsman before
World War One’. He was a champion jockey, sprinter
and hurdler, one of the stars of the 1905 All Black
Originals in their tour of Great Britain in 1905 and was
vice-captain of New Zealand’s first rugby league tour of
that country in 1907-08; the ‘Old Golds’. He later played
league as a professional for the Oldham Club near
Manchester in England.
David was more than half way through a life and times
biography of Smith when his final illness frustratingly
precluded him from completing it. It included a number
of trips to Oldham where he researched and spoke about
Smith. The tragedy is that this book will unlikely be
finished.
In 2000, pursuing his passion for distance running,
David curated an exhibition on New Zealand athlete Jack
Lovelock who won gold for New Zealand in the 1500
metres at the Berlin Olympic Games in 1936. This was
followed in 2008 with the launch of his handsome book
on Lovelock’s journals, which the library had acquired,
entitled As IfRunning on Air. It was a glittering occasion.
A torch burned outside the library, the rector of Timaru
Boys’ High School, Lovelock’s alma mater, startlingly

pulled Lovelock’s 1936 gold medal out of his pocket, and
footage ofthe 1936 1,500 metre race was on display.
Retired academic and prominent distance runner Roger
Robinson launched the book, enthusing about its
contents. ‘This is one ofthe great books ofworld running
literature,’ he said. ‘Never have the private writings of
such a great athlete been presented via such expert
scholarship. It’s more than an excellent editing job.
David Colquhoun’s introductions to each section of the
journals provide the most accurate and revealing
biography ever done of Lovelock the runner.
Thoughtfully and quietly he has rescued the real
Lovelock from the sensationalism of some fictitious
versions.’
In 2013 he was contracted to write the Athletics entry for
Te Ara: The Online Encyclopedia. Employing his characteristic enthusiasm and accuracy, and spending long
hours on this project, Jock Phillips, general editor of Te
Ara, regarded David’s completed version among the top
20 of the more than 1,000 contributed entries to the
encyclopedia. ‘His total commitment to get things just
right in every aspect was very impressive’, he commented.
In 2010, he instigated the digitisation of the Donald
McLean papers with Elliot Young. It was an ambitious
project: the biggest single 19th-century collection being
put not just into a digital format but into a vehicle with
potential for considerable expansion and multiple reach.
From 2010 to 2015 he wrote a column about Wellington;
200-300 words accompanied by an image from the
Turnbull’s collections. They began in the weekly
Wellingtonian, then in Capital Times and more recently in
Fishhead magazine. A number of the earlier articles were
reworked for his first published book, Wellingtonians:
From the Turnbull Library Collections, published in 2011.
In Logs to Blogs, in an exhibition David curated for the
Turnbull Gallery in 2013, he explored 250 years of diary
keeping. In 2015 he curated a major exhibition at the
New Zealand Portrait Gallery. Capital Characters marked
the 150th anniversary of Wellington as the nation’s
capital by taking a look at the city’s history through
portraiture.
His last major written contribution was the essay he
wrote, also in 2013, on the National Library’s blog titled,
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It’s Just Hell Here Now, intertwining the library’s
digitising of World War One diaries with personal
accounts of soldier experiences in their own voices. This
essay remains by far the most read piece of the hundreds
of essays published in the blog’s history. After his
retirement from the library he made a move to the other
side of the reading room as the library’s Adjunct Scholar
to work on his own writing projects and do some
freelance curatorial work. On a website he established,
he blogged on various historical issues of interest to him,
and the work that he was doing.
David was a staunch supporter of the archives and
records profession, whether presenting papers at an
ARANZ conference, publishing articles in the ARANZ
journal, Archtifacts, or lobbying on behalf of the archives
and records profession generally. Not a lover of red-tape
bureaucracy, he was not afraid to clash heads with
management when he felt passionate about an issue that
was doing a disservice to staff, or the profession in
general.
For the last 30 years of his life until recently, distance
running was his passion. He was a familiar sight to
workmates at the library arriving and leaving in his
running gear. Once when pounding the pavement along
Evan’s Bay Parade he passed Chris Szekely attempting
an early morning brisk walk. ‘Good lad,’ he muttered
approvingly as he breezed on by.
The sport largely dominated his spare time in
Wellington. Early on he joined the Scottish Harriers
Athletic Club and Wellington Marathon Clinic. On the
road David was always motivated to get the best out of
himself. John Barrington recalls that during the 1996
Nelson half-marathon they found themselves running
together and despite not knowing each other, made a
pact that they would ruthlessly push each other to the
finishing line. This they did, with each of them finishing
first in their respective age-divisions; it cemented a
friendship for life. Like the rest of his activities, David
employed structured training and meticulous planning
for all of his races. Over the years he was a consistent
medallist in individual and road relay races, which he
often captained, for his club. Running trips to smaller
towns with mates would often result in a visit to a
bookshop or country museum.
David also gave back to the sport by establishing the
Scottish Harriers’ ‘Three Peaks Challenge’ in 2000. This

was an annual series of three events, each of which was
over three Wellington Hills. As event organiser he took
delight in exploring Wellington’s hilly terrain in order to
introduce ‘new peaks’ into the series. Through this he
developed a love of mountain running. With Des Young
he trained hard for the 2006 New Zealand mountain
running championships in Marlborough. It paid off for
David when he was placed second in the Men’s 55–59
age grade. That year he also contested the World Masters
Mountain running championships in Slovenia. He
finished a very creditable 15th out of 61 finishers in his
age group.
David was gentle, honest, determined, meticulous,
thorough, singular-minded, trustworthy and a great
friend. Former partner Jo Newman, to whom he
remained close, recalled his great love of art (a massive
Bob Kerr painting hung on his Carterton house wall), his
love of tramping, visiting new places, watching movies,
listening to blues music, his designing and building of
furniture for the house in Mount Victoria, and later in
Carterton, and their love ofopera.
In 2012–13, when his running times were fading slowly
beyond what he would have considered normal, he came
to understand that something might be physically wrong
with his body. Doctors took a long time to diagnose that
he had a form of neurogenic muscular atrophy, a
condition that was terminal. Characteristically, David
eschewed a funeral and speeches after his passing in
favour of a party for family and friends at his wee house
in Carterton on 8 April, and a commemoration to his life
and work in the Turnbull Library four days later.
David Grant, a life member and former chair of the LHP,
has been a friend of David Colquhoun for more than 40
years. He thanks John Barrington, Richard Brent,
Gordon Clarke, Sara Colquhoun, Joan McCracken,
Charlotte Macdonald, Sean McMahon, Joanna Newman,
Jock Phillips, Barry Rigby, Roger Robinson, Lynette
Shum, Chris Szekely and Des Young for their willing
contributions to this story.
The struggles of working people have a long and significant history in Aotearoa
New Zealand. The Labour History Project (formerly the Trade Union History
Project) is an organisation dedicated to researching, recording, preserving and
promoting this working-class history. Interested in becoming a member? By joining
the Labour History Project you will be supporting the promotion of working-class
history, receive the LHP Bulletin three times a year, and keep up-to-date with the
latest news, reviews and events. Membership is $30 for individual members or $75
for corporates or institutions. Ifyou’d like to join please visit www.lhp.org.nz.
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